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As the Father has loved me, so have I loved you. Now remain in my love. If you 

obey my commands, you will remain in my love, just as I have obeyed my Father’s 

commands and remain in his love. I have told you this so that my joy may be in you and 

that your joy may be complete. My command is this: Love each other as I have loved 

you. 

John 15: 9-12 
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ABSTRACT 

In the midst of a broken world, people reflect God to the degree that love is 

experienced through the presence, words, and actions of his people. “Whoever does not 

love does not know God, because God is love” (1 John 4:8). Community is the laboratory 

whereby people work and learn to grow into the God-imaging creatures they were 

destined to become. In essence, the spiritual formation of a community is expressed 

through loving relational bonds.  

These loving relational bonds that validate the Christian witness are not easy to 

form or preserve; however, because they are foundational to the purpose of communities 

of faith, relational work is a part of the redemptive work each person is called to. This 

dissertation asserts, “I am studying relational work so that Christian leaders may both 

understand and practice how people may be equipped for attachment and bonding as part 

of community spiritual formation.”  

Transformational leaders are catalysts that enable a community to mature and 

“build itself up in love, as each part does its work” (Eph. 4: 16). In order for leaders to 

better understand relational work, I explain several key concepts that are instrumental for 

leaders to apply in terms of relational work in a community.  

1. an understanding of attachment from the perspective of social science researchers 

 

2. an understanding of how systems thinking relates to congregational life 

3. an assertion that a theology of work, with an emphasis on relational work, is a 

framework for community formation 

 

4. a call to embrace the Trinity as the source and paradigm from which all relational 

work stems 
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While study and teaching is necessary, in themselves they will not facilitate 

change; therefore, I conclude with six practical results that stem from my study, research, 

ministry experience, and prayer. These six results are offered as an application of the 

study of relational work toward community spiritual formation for the transformational 

leader. 
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CHAPTER 1. 

INTRODUCTION OF THE PROBLEM 

I am the true vine, and my Father is the gardener. He cuts off every branch 

in me that bears no fruit, while every branch that does bear fruit he prunes so that 

it will be even more fruitful. You are already clean because of the word I have 

spoken to you. Remain in me, as I also remain in you. No branch can bear fruit by 

itself; it must remain in the vine. Neither can you bear fruit unless you remain in 

me. 

I am the vine; you are the branches. If you remain in me and I in you, you 

will bear much fruit; apart from me you can do nothing. If you do not remain in 

me, you are like a branch that is thrown away and withers; such branches are 

picked up, thrown into the fire and burned. If you remain in me and my words 

remain in you, ask whatever you wish, and it will be done for you. This is to my 

Father’s glory, that you bear much fruit, showing yourselves to be my disciples. 

As the Father has loved me, so have I loved you. Now remain in my love. 

If you keep my commands, you will remain in my love, just as I have kept my 

Father’s commands and remain in his love. I have told you this so that my joy 

may be in you and that your joy may be complete. My command is this: Love 

each other as I have loved you. Greater love has no one than this: to lay down 

one’s life for one’s friends. You are my friends if you do what I command. I no 

longer call you servants, because a servant does not know his master’s business. 

Instead, I have called you friends, for everything that I learned from my Father I 

have made known to you. You did not choose me, but I chose you and appointed 

you so that you might go and bear fruit —fruit that will last—and so that 

whatever you ask in my name the Father will give you. This is my command: 

Love each other. 

–John 15:1-17 

In the fifteenth chapter of the Gospel of John, Jesus gives a summation of the 

gospel and a charge to live a life of love. He gives this invitation in the form of a 

metaphor: vine, a gardener; branches, fruit. This simple yet powerful picture summarizes 

the essence of ministry. Because Christians are connected to Jesus, they can produce life-

giving nourishment to a world that hungers for relationship and purpose. As Christians 

allow Jesus to live his life through them, others mature, grow, and flourish through 

connection with Jesus and each other. As Jean Vanier reflects: 

The fruit is the life we are all called to give to others. 
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But it is not just we who give life, nor is it just Jesus, 

it is we and Jesus, 

Jesus in us and us in Jesus. 

We cannot distinguish what is of God and what is of us,  

Coloured by our own particular gifts, 

by who we are and our particular mission. 

The magnificence of God is giving life in and through us.
1
 

 

In this project I will address the theme of attachment and relationships. 

Attachment might feel like a clumsy word to many Christians. It isn’t a commonly used 

word at church in most congregational contexts; however, attachment theory is a 

significant and compelling construct that social scientists highly regard as a salient theme 

in human relationships, and relationships are at the core of the gospel call. Christian 

leaders can learn so much from the research done on human attachment and bonding in 

relationships and can use this knowledge to build healthy communities where individuals 

and groups experience the fruit of relationship work. I will argue that attachment and 

bonding can be understood as a wonderful foundation for loving ministry. Looking at 

community formation through the lens of attachment and relationship work will give a 

new perspective to leaders who desire to see transformation in their families, marriages, 

and congregations. 

The Father’s attachment to people would not permit him to let them remain in 

separation from his love and purpose for their lives. The Son’s attachment to the Father 

resulted in the greatest act of redemption in history. The Spirit’s attachment to Christians 

is the essential relationship that enables them to live out their callings, which is true for 

                                                 

1
 Jean Vanier, Drawn into the Mystery of Jesus through the Gospel of John (Ottawa: Novalis, 

2004), 268.  
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individuals and as well as collective spiritual communities. Attachment, when understood 

in the purest form, is at the essence of all of relational longing. Christians want to remain 

attached to God, to their spouses, their families, and the world.  

The problem is that most people who consider the word attachment, especially in 

regard to human relationship, fear the negative connotations associated with attached 

relationships. Such implications often include control, suffocation, bondage, restriction, 

enmeshment, and other words that describe a lack of freedom, selfish possession, and 

opposition to love. Also, many people understand that components of both healthy 

separation and healthy attachment are a vital part of human relationship, yet many of 

have seldom seen healthy loving attachment, so it makes sense that the response to the 

concept of attachment might be muddled.  

It is interesting in the John 15 vine metaphor that one’s attachment to Jesus does 

not only involve Jesus and an individual, but a third party is absolutely needed for an 

individual to “remain in him” (John 15: 9-12). To remain connected to Jesus and bear 

fruit Christians must obey his command, which is to love each other as he has loved (vs. 

12). I remain connected to Jesus as I love another. My ability to bear lasting fruit and 

remain in the vine connected to Jesus is utterly contingent upon my loving others. Gerald 

May helps to understand this loving action as intercessory practice. 

Any participation in love and truth involves us deeply with the world, with other 

people, with all of creation. Our hearts cannot be open to that-which-is without 

feeling and responding to the pain, injustice, and brokenness as well as the beauty 

and hope that exist around us. This response presents us with yet another vision of 

practice: intercession. Intercession means going between or standing in for. 

Usually we think of intercessory prayer as asking God to help other people, and 

intercessory action is usually seen as performing a service for those in need. But 

all consecrated action, all participation in love, has an intercessory quality. A 

monk in a cloister or a cave—if he or she is truly seeking God—is deeply 
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involved with the needs of the world. The intercessory quality of practice may be 

subtle, but it is imperative. Without it, something besides love is being sought.
2
 

Audience 

In this project, I stated my research problem as “I am studying relational work, so 

Christian leaders may both understand and practice how people may be equipped for 

attachment and bonding as part of community formation.” My desire is that the relational 

work of attachment and bonding will be further integrated into spiritual contexts by 

pastors and church leaders, as well as Christian spouses and parents who are committed 

to a church community. Because culture and contexts differ from each other, the 

relational work of attachment and bonding will be expressed in various ways; however, 

creating loving bonds in community is a universal concept in terms of bearing fruit that 

lasts. 

My observation as a pastor for ten years in a local church setting is that most adult 

followers of Christ have not had sufficient training that enables healthy relationships to 

form through the process of attachment and bonding. Instead, much energy and emphasis 

is placed on ministry tasks. Weak or unhealthy relationships form as a result, thus 

compromising the potential for community spiritual formation as intended in Scripture. 

The consequences of unhealthy attachments usually fall into two categories: emotional 

enmeshment and overdependence on leaders and other congregants, or a disadvantageous 

                                                 

2
 Gerald May, The Awakened Heart: Opening Yourself to the Love You Need (San Francisco: 

HarperCollins, 1991), 113. 
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detachment and independence that inhibit the cultivation of quality relationships.
3
 Being 

part of a community – be it a congregation, marriage, or family– means that Christians 

will need to learn to negotiate the tensions inherent in being separate individuals that 

share a common life. A lovely little book, From Brokenness to Community, invites the 

reader to understand this idea. 

Community is a place of conflict: conflict inside each one of us. There is first of 

all the conflict between the values of the world and the values of community, 

between togetherness and independence. It is painful to lose one’s independence, 

and come into togetherness – not just proximity– to make decisions together and 

not alone. Loss of independence is painful, particularly in a world where we have 

been told to be independent and to cultivate the feeling that “I don’t need anyone 

else.”
4
 

Pastors and Leaders 

Pastors and church leaders are called to exemplify and teach Christ-like, relating 

in a variety of church community settings such as pastoral counseling, teaching, 

preaching, community outreach, and small group gatherings. Relational bonds are 

instrumentally salient in effectuating meaningful ministry as pastoral responsibilities are 

performed; however, most training venues for leadership formation offer scant instruction 

regarding the facilitation of proper attachment and bonding. This subject matter is 

frequently underrepresented in seminaries and theological programs. Without the 

                                                 

3
 Mary. S. Ainsworth, “An Ethological Approach to Personality Development,” American 

Psychologist 46, no. 4 (1991): 333-334. 

4
 Jean Vanier, From Brokenness to Community (Mahwah, NJ: Paulist Press, 1992), 30.  
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underpinning of quality attachment and bonding, communities are unable to attain to the 

mature expression of love referred to in Ephesians 4.
5
 

Over the years research has revealed that the quality and distinctive manifestation 

of attachment capacity affects emotional, cognitive, social, intellectual, and spiritual 

formation over the course of one’s life.
6
 Although research from psychologists and 

sociologists offer interesting findings in regard to attachment theory as it relates to many 

areas of life, such information is beyond the scope and purpose of this paper. There are 

two basic tenets related to attachment theory that would be especially helpful for pastors 

and leaders (as well as spouses and parents) to understand because of the implications for 

community formation and discipleship. These constructs are attachment styles and 

internal working models.
7
 These clinical terms, and even the term attachment, can seem 

awkward to pastoral leaders; however, the use of the term need not be utilized. It is the 

understanding of the concepts and the implications for transformation that are of 

importance. 

A little over six decades ago John Bowlby and Mary Ainsworth pioneered the 

study of attachment theory.
8
 Initially their work focused on the implications for infant 

attachment with a caretaker. Empirical data substantiated their theory that attachment and 

                                                 

5
 This passage not only illustrates the need for relational bonding in the body of Christ but also a 

systemic interdependence of gifts and callings needed for community spiritual formation. 

6
 Susan Goldberg, Attachment and Development (New York: Oxford, 2000). This book is a helpful 

resource for understanding the implications of attachment theory throughout the lifespan. 

7
 Inge Bretherton, “The Origins of Attachment Theory: John Bowlby and Mary Ainsworth,” 

Developmental Psychology 18 (1992): 759-775. 

8
 Ibid. 
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bonding is indeed crucial to childhood development. As the significance of attachment 

theory broadened and deepened throughout the years, it is now understood that 

attachment and bonding are not only significant in terms of child development. Rather, 

attachment plays a crucial role in adult functioning as well, especially in terms of 

relationships. Bonding has also been understood to be a biological need throughout the 

lifespan, much like air, water, and food. When attachment and bonding are not 

healthfully present in one’s life, symptoms usually begin to manifest.  

Mary Ainsworth’s research identified three categorical attachment styles. They 

are secure, avoidant, and resistant.
9
 These attachment styles, imprinted in the early years, 

usually remain throughout the lifespan, although a substantial change in relationships 

throughout life can enable a person to move toward a more secure or insecure 

relationship behavior pattern. A fourth classification of attachment styles, which is 

represented in a small sample of the population, is termed disorganized. It was first 

established by Mary Main and Judith Solomon in 1986.
10

 This fourth (insecure) style is 

demonstrated by maltreated persons who were unable to organize their attachment 

experience and therefore not able to be consoled in a distressing situation. Again, such 

experiences have significant carry over to adult life. 

                                                 

9
 Judith A. Crowell and Dominique Treboux, “A Review of Adult Attachment Measures: 

Implications for Theory and Research,” Social Development 4 (1995): 294-327.  

10
 Mary Main and J. Solomon, “Discovery of a New, Insecure-Disorganized/Disoriented 

Attachment Pattern,” Affective Development in Infancy (1986): 95-124. 
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People identified as securely attached have experienced relationships that were 

safe, protective, reassuring, and responsive.
11

 Such individuals tend to extend such 

qualities to others because their earlier relationships served as a form of a “safe haven” 

and “secure base” from which one could explore the world. Avoidant attachment 

involves people whose attachment experience primarily included a lack of recognizable 

affection, a degree of rejection, anger, and irritation in their primary relationship.
12

 As a 

result, adults with avoidant attachment minimize emotional experience, have difficulty 

expressing feelings to partners and friends, and remain emotionally detached from others.  

The third category of attachment style is identified as resistant. Resistant 

attachment emerges from relational experiences that were inconsistently responsive. 

Adults who exhibit resistant attachment appear to demonstrate clingy, overly-dependent, 

or enmeshed relationships; they are preoccupied with the close relationships in their lives. 

There are nuances and degrees of intensities related to the three main attachment styles, 

but the generalizable behaviors that result from each style are consistent. 

Another important construct attributed to Bowlby, and eventually expounded on 

by other theorists, was his conception of an internal working model. This idea claims that 

the construct, or lack thereof, of a close, caring relationship in early life becomes 

internalized and operates in the attachment process of relationships formed later in life. 

An individual’s perception in the form of thinking, emotion, and expectations in 

                                                 

11
 Crowell and Treboux, 294-327. 

12
 Goldberg. 
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relationships are influenced or regulated by internal working models.
13

 The good news is 

that one’s internal working model can change over time if an opportune relational 

experience materializes. Transformation then occurs in terms of the propensity and 

proclivity of attachment style. What is important to understand about internal working 

models is that one’s relational experience has the potential to shape and transform 

another’s internal working model (operational template for relationships).  

Spouses and Parents 

Spouses and parents inhabit the critical position of creating a family environment 

conducive to rearing children who emulate Christ in their relational bonds both within 

and beyond the family context. One’s emotional and spiritual nourishment greatly 

impacts the capacity to be generative.
14

 In a crucial way a child’s developing brain is 

structured in response to the attachment and emotional bonding capacity of his or her 

parents or primary caregivers.
15

 Since attachment and bonding interactions with early 

caregivers serve as the primary determinant of infant attachment patterns,
16

 it behooves 

parents to understand and apply these formative findings to childrearing. Sensitivity to 

these bonding issues is not only for the well-being of their children but also for the future 

                                                 

13
 P.R. Pietromonaco and L.F. Barret, “The Internal Working Models Concept: What Do We 

Really Know About the Aelf in Relation to Others?” Review of General Psychology 4, no. 2 (2000): 155-

175. 

17 
M. Shaver, P. R. Mikulincer, “Attachment Security, Compassion, and Altrusim,” Current 

Directions in Psychological Science 14, no. 1 (2005): 34-38. This article highlights the corrolational 

relationship between being securely attached and altruistic actions, a good resource for parents and spouses. 

15
 Bonnie Badenosh, Being a Brain-Wise Therapist (New York: W.W. Northon & Co., 2008).  

16
 Bretherton. 
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efficacy of the church, especially in respect to community spiritual formation. The family 

unit is the primary context for community spiritual formation; therefore, quality 

formative relational patterns are imperative for building quality bonds in the larger 

church context. 

Christian parents desire their children to be kind, sensitive, responsive, giving, 

ministry-oriented, and generative. What is not generally understood in terms of Christian 

parenting is that the quality of attachment and bonding a child experiences in his or her 

primary formative relationships can influence these desired outcomes.
17

 While clinical 

researchers usually do not refer to theological or biblical terminology in their findings 

(i.e. humility, Christlikeness, servanthood, etc.), they do use the language and labels of 

compassion, empathy, prosocial behavior, and altruism as qualities that can be studied 

and measured in subjects. Empirical studies also seek to understand what might be 

attributed to socially positive behaviors as well as causes for the lack of development of 

such behaviors in children and adults. 

There is evidence that secure attachment leads to altruistic behavior.
18

 Likewise, 

persons identified with insecure attachment are less likely to engage in altruistic 

behavior.
19

  Findings by Van Lange, De Bruin, Otten, and Joiremen find that adults who 

                                                 

17
 M. Mikulincer, et al., “Attachment, Caregiving, and Altruism: Boosting Attachment Security 

Increases Compassion and Helping,” Journal of Personality and Social Psychology 89 no. 5 (2005): 817-

839.  

18
 Mikulincer, et al., “Attachment Theory and Reactions to Other’s Needs: Evidence that 

Activation of the sense of Attachment Security Promotes Empathic Responses,” Journal of Personality and 

Social Psychology, 81 no. 6 (2001): 1205-1224.  

19
P. Fongay, “Attachment, the Development of the Self, and its Pathology in Personality 

Disorders,” in Treatment of Personality Disorders (Dordrecht, Netherlands: Kluwer Academic Publishers, 

2009),   
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have been securely attached as infants engage in more prosocial behaviors as adults when 

compared with those who were insecurely attached.
20

 Securely attached individuals 

whose positive internal working models function as a secure base are more likely to 

respond altruistically to others in times of need and distress.
21

 Phillip Shaver, a prominent 

researcher in the area of attachment theory also posits that care-giving behavioral systems 

of insecurely attached persons promote lesser feelings of compassion and exhibit less 

altruistic behaviors to distressed individuals.
22

 

Peter Fongay, another expert in the field of attachment research, explains that 

children who are unable to organize their behavior toward a caregiver and cultivate 

reflective capacities (or what is termed mentalizing) are likely to develop insecure 

attachments and develop a higher propensity toward aggression, delinquency, and 

criminality, exhibiting minimal altruistic behaviors.
23

 In regards to intergenerational 

transmission, lack of a safe haven and secure base contributes to the transmission of 

deficit in reflective-self function, perpetuating a cycle of unresponsive and non-empathic 

                                                 

20
 P.M. Van Lange, E.M. De Bruin, W. Otten, and J.A. Joiremen, “Development of Prosocial, 

Individualistic, and Competitive Orientations: Theory and Preliminary Evidence.” Journal of Personality 

and Social Psychology 73, no. 4 (1997): 773-746. 

21
 M. Mikulincer, et al., “Attachment Theory and Reactions to Other’s Needs: Evidence that 

Activation of the Sense of Attachment Security Promotes Empathic Responses,” Journal of Personality 

and Social Psychology, 81 no. 6 (2001): 1205-1224. 

22
 M. Mikulincer and P.R. Shaver, “Attachment Security, Compassion, and Altruism,” Current 

Directions in Psychological Science 14 no. 1 (2005): 34-38. 

23
 P. Fongay, G.S. Moran, and M. Target, “Aggression and the Psychological Self,” International 

Journal of Psycho-Analysis 74 (1993): 471-485. 
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behaviors from one generation to the next.
24

 

Another longitudinal study examined the relationship between prosocial behavior 

and peer relationships as it relates to peer acceptance and rejection on a continuum. It 

seems that for a child to be socially accepted by peers, there needs to be an ability 

understand, to some capacity, what the other is feeling and to be able to respond 

appropriately (empathetically, in an attuned manner) to one’s peers.
25

 Such prosocial 

behavior builds upon earlier ability to read and respond to social cues over the years, a 

result of secure attachment. 

I have attempted here to lay a framework for attachment theory and to advocate 

for transformational leaders to become educated about its implications. While some may 

argue that such “secular” findings are not relevant to church or family practice, I present 

a reflection by Pope John Paul II: “Science can purify relation from error and 

superstition; religion can purify science from idolatry and false absolutes. Each can draw 

the other into a wide world, a world in which both can flourish… We need each other to 

be what we must be, what we are called to be.” 
26

 

This knowledge can be understood and applied to God’s kingdom work of 

community formation in many settings; however, I first examine the implications for 

                                                 

24
 P. Fongay et al., “The Capacity for Understanding Mental States: the Reflective Self in Parent 

and Child and its Significance for Security of Attachment,” Infant Mental Health Journal 12, no. 3 (1991): 

201-218. 

25
 Caputi Marrcella et al., “Longitudinal Effects of Theory of Mind on Later Peer Relations: The 

Role of Prosocial Behavior,” PschINFO 48, no. 1 (2012): 257-270.  

26
 Pope John Paul II, to the Reverend George V. Coyne, S.J., Director of the Vatican Observatory 

(1988-06-01). 
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attachment and bonding in a ministry context. This topic will be discussed in chapter 3, 

where I will also consider how systems theory contributes to relationship work. In 

chapter 4 this text will seek to further connect the relevant biblical and theological themes 

to relationship work in community formation. Lastly, I will examine my research 

responses and lay out some practical solutions and applications for ministry practice.  

Questions that I hope to address in regard to relationship work are 

1. How can transformational leaders examine their own stories and reflect upon their 

own personal works in regard to relationship work? 

 

2. What practical difference can understanding attachment theory and systems 

theory make in the context of family and church? 

 

3. How do cultural and contextual considerations influence the way one thinks about 

relationship work? 

 

4. What can one learn from Scripture that will give a more substantial theological 

grasp of relationship work, attachment and bonding, systems theory, and 

community formation? 

Stakeholders 

Foremost, I hope the people who will benefit from my project are those with 

whom I have a direct relationship and shared commitment such as my church, family, 

work, and ministry as a spiritual director; however, my desire is that this project would 

somehow have a leavening effect on the wider body of Christ through my teaching and 

interactions with those that God has placed in my sphere of ministry. My prayer is that 

redemptive attachment and bonding would take further root in individuals and 

consequently in Christian communities throughout Queens and the other boroughs of 

New York City.  
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Church Community 

As a leader in my local church I mentor some individuals, teach, lead small 

groups, and do pastoral counseling with couples. Sadly, time and again faith communities 

are the contextual ground where wounded people perpetuate unhealthy patterns of 

relating, often to the detriment of their faith community and spiritual leaders.
27

 My 

husband and I teach a marriage course (P.A.I.R.S.) to couples in a small group context, 

many of whom many are parents of young children. We help couples to realize that 

understanding a healthy attachment framework and enabling secure emotional 

connections with the spouse and children are paramount for maturing in Christian growth 

and ministry.
28

 This understanding includes reaching out to an uncertain world, fostering 

new relationships, and cultivating personal gifting – each is important for community 

spiritual formation. Having a “safe haven” from which people extend themselves is a key 

necessity for risking and exploring the world. Christian parents serve as a safe haven and 

secure base for their kids until their children mature and appropriately transfer that 

attachment to God. Quality parental bonds in childhood are foundational for missional 

living. 

                                                 

27
 Edwin H. Friedman, Generation to Generation: Family Process in Church and Synagogue 

(New York: Guilford Publications, 1985). This work gives and excellent overview of systems theory in a 

church context, highlighting the role of pastor and pastoral intervention in ministries and families. 

28
 M. Shaver et al., “Attachment, Caregiving, and Altruism: Boosting Attachment Security 

Increases Compassion and Helping,” Journal of Personality and Social Psychology 89, no. 5 (2005): 817-

839.  
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Family 

For the past three decades my husband and I have earnestly tried to break the 

legacy of relational dysfunction that prevailed in our families for generations. I must say 

that on a practical level we have seen little emphasis on relational work in churches, 

especially in the area of attachment and bonding. Most of the resources that assisted our 

growth and healing came from outside the church. I praise God that I may “boast in my 

weakness” (2 Cor. 12:9-10) as I see his power being perfected in the lives of my five 

children and my relationship with my husband, Howard. My prayer is that our children 

will continue to grow in their capacity for attachment and bonding, and they will be a 

unifying and healing influence for positive community spiritual formation in their 

churches, families, and work environments.
29

 My hope is our grandchildren-to-be would 

continue the work of generational healing and wholeness. 

Work 

As mentioned before, within theological training contexts relational work is often 

quite absent in terms of program content. City Seminary of New York values ministry 

formation; it is written as one of the central themes in terms of ministry equipping. 

Understanding the personal work necessary to emulate Christ in relationships is 

indispensable as far as theological formation is concerned. As a member of the faculty, I 

hope to contribute to the outworking of this value by incorporating teaching and practical 

experiential exercises concerning the relational work of attachment and bonding for the 
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curriculum. Additionally, as the number of students increases each year, I also hope to be 

a safe haven for many of these leaders-in-training. 

Spiritual Direction 

In my work as a spiritual director, I serve to help people I direct recognize 

Christ’s activity and presence in the subtle and evident occurrences of life. In a sense, my 

work involves assisting people in their process of attaching to God, the true Director of 

their souls. It is my observation that those Christians who have cultivated a depth of 

relationship with Christ bring those gifts to bear in their communities. My role also 

necessitates modeling a safe presence, and at the same time guarding against any 

propensity on the part of the people I serve to depend too heavily on me. Like John the 

Baptist, I am continually pointing people toward Jesus, albeit in a softer manner.  

Integration with and Contribution to Various  

Dimensions of Transformational Leadership 

Bakke Graduate University values transformational leadership. Such a leadership 

style is reflective of John 15; fruit that lasts is born because of a certain bond with Christ. 

Such a bond enables his life to flow through a believer to the world around her or him. 

Also, fruit is not for the sake of the producing vine or tree. It is for the nourishment and 

growth of others. Such leadership facilitates growth and maturity in others, not only the 

leader.  
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Transformational leadership is also understood by contrasting its framework with 

transactional leadership.
30

 Although many theoretical and practical differences exist 

between both styles, the essence of the divergence lies in the relational and functional 

attitude toward one’s subordinates. Transactional leaders relate to subordinates in an 

expedient, utilitarian manner with an emphasis on service production or exchange; good 

performance is compensated while poor performance is penalized. Transformational 

leaders relate to subordinates from a different posture, considering another’s personal 

development and motivation as it relates to service. Completion of a worker’s task or 

project is not dissociated from his or her formative and motivational incentive; 

Transformational leadership presupposes the value of relationship.  

BGU appreciates eight categorical components of transformational leadership: 

global, shalom, prophetic, contextual, servanthood, reflective, and incarnational. As far as 

transformational leadership is concerned, relational work is the base from which each of 

these eight qualities emerges. Community spiritual formation is the seedbed from which 

transformational leadership sprouts and flourishes. Relational work is also what binds and 

sustains all ministry.
31

 It is through collaborative, loving engagement and service that the 

body of Christ is built up, laboring to attain to its full stature (Eph. 4:13).
32
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An understanding of systems theory is helpful for appreciating the essence of 

Ephesians 4 ministry. Systems theory asserts that results and consequences do not 

ultimately result from entities that simultaneously exist independent of each other; rather, 

it is the interworking or relationships between entities that produce a concluding 

outcome.
33

 It is not only the actualization of gifts that produce Christian maturity in a 

community; it is the interworking of love as gifts are exercised that generates community 

growth. 

Likewise, the eight constituent features of transformational leadership are 

systemically interrelated as each one affects the other. Calling-based leadership must be 

incarnational and reflective. These attributes must reflect servanthood that appreciates the 

contextual nuances of a community for it to be prophetic or global. Shalom is a derivative 

of each of these traits, yet relational work in community spiritual formation binds and 

bridges the eight attributes of transformational leadership in a systemic composition that 

formulates a holistic leadership paradigm. 
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CHAPTER 2. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The following books have influenced my thinking and dissertation in significant 

ways. Three thematic categories I will address are attachment theory, systems thinking, 

and theology of work. I will also mention a few books related to urban ministry and 

community spiritual formation because they have helped me understand the context of 

ministry I am hoping to transform by my project. It was difficult to select only certain 

books to review since I owe so much gratitude to many more authors who have expanded 

my mind and stirred my heart in regard to these topics; however, these particular works 

probably best encapsulate the heart of this project. 

Contributions from Attachment Theory and Bonding  

The book The Practice of Emotionally Focused Couples Therapy
1
 was not written 

by a Christian author; however, like many works in the social sciences it highlights and 

elucidates an essential quality in the human experience. The book looks closely at the 

intricacies of attachment and bonding. This publication does an excellent job of 

explaining relational dynamics that move people toward or away from meaningful 

attachment and bonding. Although the book was written specifically for counselors and 

therapists, it gives a solid foundation for the application of attachment theory and 

practical wisdom for healing ruptured emotional bonds. There is so much practical 

wisdom in terms of relationship-building from this volume. 
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Sue Johnson draws on the work of theorist John Bowlby and researcher Mary 

Ainsworth, both pioneers in attachment theory, to apply the concepts of a safe haven and 

secure base to family relationships. From infancy on, a person’s internal wiring for 

relationship drives one toward people with whom one can establish a secure base; people 

interact with the world more vibrantly from the vantage point of a few safe and loving 

relationships. At one point, it was thought that bonding was primarily needed as a child, 

but researchers have found that bonding is a biological need that continues throughout 

life. Just as people need air, water and shelter, they need meaningful relationships, or they 

suffer physiological and psychological consequences that affect every area of life.  

A concept that was particularly enlightening is the idea of relational trauma. Often 

the idea of trauma leads to thoughts about situations and circumstances that seem to 

warrant being classified as a traumatic event; however, as far as relationships are 

concerned, trauma can be a more subjective experience than one tends to perceive. The 

emotional disposition and particular vulnerability of a child or adult predisposes the 

person to perceive a situation as traumatic or non-traumatic. Johnson explains,  

Attachment injuries are considered to be “violations of human connection” that 

take the form of abandonments and betrayals at crucial moments of need. These 

violations then create or exacerbate insecurity in an attachment bond. They are 

considered traumatic in that they induce overwhelming fear and helplessness and, 

if not resolved and healed, severely limit trust and intimacy.
2
  

This illustration is one example of how one can learn to think more perceptively 

about forgiveness and repair and restoration in relational bonds.  

                                                 

2
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After reading this book I pondered very deeply and for quite some months how 

and why the church was not thinking through the issue of attachment. There are myriad 

books about relationships related to Christianity and the church but hardly any that 

address this influential area of development identified as attachment. I have a few friends 

who are Christian therapists, and they have reported significant breakthroughs in their 

work with clients by using Johnson’s techniques.  

After reading the book and attending a workshop, I began to apply some concepts 

such as demonstrative empathy, reframing, and “capturing or restructuring” emotional 

experience when I was in a pastoral counseling or mentoring context. My one-on-one 

work changed dramatically as I applied these concepts. I believe that although some of 

the concepts in her book apply only to therapists in clinical settings, many apply to all 

helping contexts. This book added to my already formed conviction that Christian leaders 

need training in skills, as well as concepts, theory, and theology if they desire to make a 

practical difference with the people they mentor. 

Dr. Tim Clinton and Dr. Joshua Straub wrote God Attachment: Why You Believe, 

Act, and Feel the Way You Do about God. These are two Christian authors who have held 

prominent positions in Christian counseling organizations and universities. They discuss 

research findings on the topic of attachment theory to help understand how and why one 

experiences struggles connecting with God. These three (and sometimes fourth) 

attachment styles people cling to are formed in the early years and usually continue 

throughout childhood, youth, and adulthood unless there is a significant event or 

relationship change that occurs, whereby one changes attachment orientation. Of course 

the major contribution this book makes is to help one realize that people also carry these 
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attachment styles and dysfunctions over to their relationship with God. If one has 

experienced secure attachment in formative childhood years, it is easier to connect with 

God. If one has been insecurely attached in human relationships, he or she will carry this 

over to a relationship with God. So much of this book resonated with my own experience 

in attempting to bond with God over the years. 

I appreciated reading about how God desires a person to move from insecure to 

secure attachment – with him and also people. Also, there is great treasure that 

“overcomers” have to offer the world. It would be wonderful to see these people released 

to be agents of healing. I long to see formerly neglected and abused Christians in my 

church understand that their perception of how lovable they are is so far removed from 

the truth about how God experiences them. The authors write: 

Those of us who endured abuse and abandonment as children have many hurdles 

to overcome as we pursue God’s rehab assignment; but as we experience healing 

love, we often may become the most appreciative and secure of all. Some of the 

most courageous people in the world are those who have looked at the face of hell 

in their own hearts and have trusted God to heal them, cleanse them, and give 

them something to live for. In their families, they answered a loud and heart-

rendering no to both crucial questions. They didn’t believe they were worthy of 

love, and they were sure no one really loved them. They internalized all the 

twisted, evil messages, and they may have concluded, “When I’m abused, it 

makes perfect sense – because I deserve it.”
3
 

Another impactful point the book makes is in regard to what the authors identify 

as people “seeking systems.” The authors explain that because people were created for 

authentic, loving, and accepting relationships, they have a need to be healthily attached to 

people. When one has grown up in a household where these needs were not met, or when 
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one allows the heart to wander from God, seeking systems go awry. One then seeks 

material, egotistical, intellectual, philosophical, or other pursuits rather than healthy 

attachments in relationships.
4
 I appreciated the way that idolatry was framed in light of 

one’s wiring for attachment. This idea added a new dimension to my theological 

understanding of attachment. 

While I appreciated making theological connections to the construct of attachment 

theory, I also felt a little disappointed in this book. I felt that there was not enough 

application or practical suggestions offered to enhance the theories and concepts 

mentioned. I believe the authors missed a great opportunity to help people take next steps 

in their relationship with others. They probably offered more application for connecting 

with God, but too little was suggested about increasing healthy human attachment to 

others. 

Susan Goldberg’s Attachment and Development, was the book that gave me the 

most comprehensive understanding of attachment theory and its implications for 

development over the lifespan. What is noteworthy about Goldberg’s work is that she 

elaborates on many empirical studies related to attachment theory. It is truly anchored in 

research. This book offers diverse perspectives from academics in the field yet is very 

readable for the lay person. She also addresses applications for secure and insecurely 

attached people to families, education, work, and culture. The ideas were helpful to me in 

thinking through how attachment plays out in inter-social and intercultural settings. 
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Over the course of the book, Goldberg keeps revisiting John Bowlby and Mary 

Ainsworth’s groundbreaking and classic research on attachment theory while comparing 

and contrasting their theories to newer researchers, giving me a breath and depth of 

attachment theory I hadn’t found in any other resource. Goldberg’s writing demonstrated 

academic integrity by continually incorporating more progressive research within the 

paradigm of foundational findings. As Goldberg explains, Bowlby and Ainsworth’s work 

can be understood in the following way: 

…Bowlby’s original formulation advances our understanding of intimate 

relationships in the following ways. First, it clearly differentiated attachment from 

other aspects of close relationships. Secondly, it envisioned attachment as a 

phenomenon that normally extends over the lifespan instead of being a childish 

preoccupation to be outgrown. Thirdly, it placed attachment within an appropriate 

biological context. Fourthly, it introduced a mental mechanism whereby early 

experiences could be carried forward as well as altered. Finally, it suggested ways 

in which early insecure attachments could be linked to later psychopathology. 

Today, we can see that Bowlby’s monumental work provided the bare bones of a 

general framework which inspired subsequent workers to engage in creative 

interpretation and further development.
5
 

Another significant take-away from this book is her explanation regarding internal 

working models and their ongoing influence in people’s lives. I understood that internal 

working models not only serve as a lens through which one sees new relationships, but 

they actually influence the way one experiences them.
6
 This idea was so enlightening. I 

wish that pastors, leaders, spouses, and parents could understand that people view 

relationships through the lenses of their past experiences. This idea leads to the 

conclusion that cognitive processing has been “programmed,” and that many have 
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distorted perceptions of the cues and behaviors of others. When one understands this 

notion, one is less prone to taking other’s rejection or difficult behavior personally. A 

person can release compassion and short-circuit one’s tendency to judge.  

As a result of this book I now understand that attachment formation and ongoing 

experience throughout the lifespan affects so many areas of life. It affects emotional 

regulation. People develop unconscious “rules” about displaying emotions and learn to 

exercise deliberate control of facial expressions.
7
 Social competence is also largely 

influenced by secure or insecure attachment styles.
8
 As I read about the broad ranges of 

effect that is influenced by attachment, I connected so many aspects of information to 

spiritual formation in community. Understanding these foundational points enabled me to 

envision the healing potential for Christian communities that understand the value of this 

research. 

Contributions from Systems Thinking in Family and Ministry Contexts 

Peter Steinke wrote two books that greatly contribute to understanding how 

systems thinking impacts church life. His first work, How Your Church Family Works: 

Understanding Congregations as Emotional Systems, introduces the paradigm of a 

spiritual gathering of people as an emotional system. He explains: 

We think of the church in terms of biblical metaphors. It is the body of Christ, the 

New Israel, and the shepherd and flock…It is not that our metaphors and ideals 

are false but that we fail to realize that the church functions as an emotional 

system. As long as people gather and interact, emotional processes occur. There 

are positive aspects of these processes – joy, comfort, support, cooperation, and 
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friendship. But emotional systems are inherently anxious. The downside, 

therefore, is the intense anxiety that distract the congregation from its purpose, 

sets people at odds with each other, and builds walls against outsiders.
9
 

While introducing the perspective of a spiritual community as an emotional 

system might sound “sterile” or “clinical” to some (I know I had reservations when I first 

saw the title), he does an important task of explaining emotional dynamics that play out 

in congregations. In most congregations these are never labeled or identified. After 

reading his book, one can have a much deeper framework for what is happening beneath 

the surface of congregational life. 

He does a great job of explaining some of the key concepts related to systems 

thinking in relationship to church dynamics. For instance, he addresses how to negotiate 

the tension between separateness and closeness in relationships, as well as stability and 

change in a growing congregation. I felt that one shortcoming of his book was a lack of 

incorporating cultural context and giving enough concrete examples of how these 

scenarios actually play out in churches Paul Stevens does a much better work in this 

regard. While anxiety management is truly an important core element for understanding 

systems thinking, I felt that Steinke went a bit overboard in terms of his focus on the role 

of anxiety in emotional systems.  

One praiseworthy aspect of his book, which I believe all leaders should read, is 

his elaboration on “triangles.” Triangling is the pattern where person A goes to person B 

to talk about person C – rather than going directly to person C. I appreciated his insight 
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about this in regard to Adam going to God and blaming Eve for the problem.
10

 Eve then 

shifts blame to the snake. Triangles are probably one of the most common and 

detrimental barriers to community spiritual formation. I believe it is so imperative for 

pastors to identify and teach about this tendency, and more so to teach about alternatives 

to triangling when church tensions arise.  

Another interesting component of Steinke’s book is his attempt to illustrate staff 

dynamics in a particular church through the use of a genogram.
11

 A genogram is a 

pictorial diagram that illustrates certain relational dynamics between persons in a family. 

It is a tool that is used by therapists and sometimes pastoral counselors and mentors to 

help persons uncover healthy and dysfunctional patterns that exist in one’s family of 

origin (incorporating three generations). The value of Steinke’s application is that 

illustrations can give a perspective of staff dynamics that linguistic explanations can’t 

offer. A picture can be worth a thousand words. 

The beauty of Steinke’s second book, Healthy Congregations: A Systems 

Approach, is his ability to use the human body as an analogy for spiritual communities 

(or the body of Christ).
12

 I will not elaborate much in this section because I will draw on 

his work much more in chapter 4 for a biblical and theological basis; however, his 

insights are ingrained in my mind in terms of appreciating systems thinking from a 

theological perspective.  
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One shortcoming of this book is Steinke’s tendency to occasionally stretch the 

physiological parallels of biology and the human body to a church congregation and the 

body of Christ. While metaphors can be very useful, they are only metaphors. One cannot 

assume that every possible biological correlation to the human body has a spiritual 

correlate, which is where Steinke goes too far on occasion; he does not seem to 

appropriately appreciate the limitations of a metaphor. An illustration would be his 

example of a process called “granulation,” where a wound heals through complex process 

and, “As the evidence of the old wound passes away, behold, there is a new creation.”
13

 

This one shortcoming of the book is more than compensated for by Steinke’s ability to 

apply so many other appropriate and interesting analogies of the body of Christ (and 

congregations) to the human body.  

I was not aware of the book The Equipping Pastor until my supervisor, Paul 

Stevens, recommended it. This book does the best job of applying systems thinking to 

leadership and congregations. I’ve read several of Stevens’ publications, but this one 

happen to escape me until just recently, when I started studying relational work, systems 

theory, and attachment and bonding in community. God’s timing is perfect. I was amazed 

at the way this book integrated all three concepts of my thesis and explained these 

processes so eloquently. This book is a must-read for anyone involved in church 

leadership. 

Collins and Stevens provide many case studies for how systems theory is applied 

to congregational life. Through narrative examples the reader is able to understand how 
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to approach power issues, pastoral effectiveness, church committee impasses, stages of 

growth for a congregation, execution of gifts, care of subsystems, spiritual authority, and 

mission and witness from a systems perspective. Again and again I see that the effective 

response to ministry challenges is realized through relational work.  

One of the most compelling points of the book is its application of differentiation 

(a tenet of systems theory) to leadership. Differentiation is the ability to be one’s 

authentic self in the midst of relationship. It realizes the tension inherent in being a 

separate individual and yet remaining connected with others in the bond of community. A 

leader’s ability to differentiate in the context of anxious persons and situations is often 

the catalyst for change in the system, allowing for greater health and wholeness (as well 

as holiness) to be realized. A differentiated leader is also able to facilitate appreciated 

diversity, a sign of maturity. Stevens and Collins posit, “It can be argued that a sign of 

maturity in a church is the existence of great diversity of thought, action and perspective, 

in the context of deep unity. Christian unity is not uniformity but the enriched social 

complex of a community in which ‘each part does its work’ (Eph. 4:16).”
14

 

In terms of systems theory and community spiritual formation, I cannot fail to 

mention Edwin Friedman’s excellent work, Generation to Generation: Family Process in 

Church and Synagogue. This book is a valuable read not only for clergy but for parents 

as well because he “trains” a leader to look at situations through the lens of family 

systems. For example, many times a parent goes to the pastor for help with his or her 

“problem’ child.” A family systems approach would not attempt to “fix” the problem 
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child, but would attend to the problem in the family system (or congregation).
15

 The 

child’s problem is likely only a “symptom” of a larger problem within the couple or 

family. It is the collective system that must be examined and “diagnosed,” then treated. 

This wise assertion has really changed the way I look at a “problem” (i.e. people) in 

distress in a church or family.  

Probably one of the most compelling themes I walked away with from Friedman’s 

book is his emphasis on how a leader needs to manage oneself before managing the 

congregation. Management (including definition) of self is so important when 

confronting another person’s (or one’s own) anxiety. The manner in which anxiety is 

dealt with determines the health or unhealthy of the situation at hand. This concept 

further stressed Friedman’s assertion that self-definition is the most salient factor for 

successful leadership. He states: 

It will be the thesis of this chapter that the overall health and functioning of any 

organization depend primarily on one or two people at the top, and that this is true 

whether the relationship system is a personal family, a sports team, an orchestra, a 

congregation, a religious hierarchy, or an entire nation. But the reason for that 

connection is not some mechanistic, trickle-down, domino effect. It is, rather, that 

leadership in families, like leadership in any flock, swarm, or herd, is essentially 

an organic, perhaps even biological, phenomenon. And an organism tends to 

function best when its “head” is well differentiated. The key to successful 

spiritual leadership, therefore, with success understood not only as moving people 

toward a goal, but also in terms of the survival of the family (and its leader), has 

more to do with the leader’s capacity for self-definition than with the ability to 

motivate others.
16
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As much as I appreciated most of Friedman’s paradigm of leadership as a 

need to cultivate self-differentiation, I wish he could have addressed this concept 

in light of certain cultural proclivities such as the value for cooperation in 

collectivist cultures. I also found his position to overvalue autonomy and perhaps 

undervalue compassion. While leaders from collectivist cultures can benefit from 

understanding the value of self-differentiation, one must carefully consider how to 

change in light of cultural values. Jesus and Paul demonstrated this (cultural 

sensitivity) in their ministries time and again.  

Contributions from Community Spiritual Formation 

Peter Scazzero wrote two books that have hugely impacted my thesis and my own 

community formation experience as well. The Emotionally Healthy Church
17

 and 

Emotionally Healthy Spirituality
18

 argue that spiritual maturity is inseparable from 

emotional maturity, and contemplative spirituality is a must for discipleship. Really at the 

essence of these books is an exhortation to do the relational work necessary for ministry 

to be authentic and effective in terms of God’s measure of “success.”  

Of course since I was on the pastoral staff of Scazerro’s church for over ten years, 

I experienced the transformation that occurred in the leadership and, consequently, in the 

congregation. His books are extremely representational of my ministry approach, and I 

continue to serve Christ out of the lessons learned at New Life Fellowship. It was here 
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that I first discovered the value of systems thinking and the necessity for transformational 

leaders to cultivate skills for relationship work. 

Actually, these two books shape my research application and approach to ministry 

training for leaders. I am convinced that learning relationship skills is among the most 

important lessons for leaders-in-training. Practicing listening, empathy, emotional 

disclosure, being a non-anxious presence, cultivating silence and solitude, and practicing 

healthy and mature communication habits shape a leader. These characteristics are not 

things that one can grasp by reading or hearing about in sermons or classes. They must be 

practiced like anything else one hopes to become good at. Since my New Life days, I’ve 

learned many more relationship skills, and I’ve been discerning how they can be 

conveyed in an intercultural context. I plan to address this more specifically in my 

application to my research for this dissertation.  

Jean Vanier’s insightful work, Drawn into the Mystery of Jesus through the 

Gospel of John, truly grasps the essence of community spiritual formation in a descriptive 

and powerful way. It is probably the best representation of Christian spiritual community 

that I’ve come across. Drawn portrays the potential in community to heal, witness, bond 

with one another, serve out of strengths as well as weakness, and to be vulnerable and 

tender in dealing with other’s flaws. The narrative is a testament to actual lives lived, and 

not only a theoretical work. 

The essence of the book is derived from the author’s life and witness. Jean Vanier 

reflects on the gospel of John in light of his experience living in L’Arche community. 

Vanier founded L’Arche community in France in 1964, and the movement has since 

expanded worldwide. L’Arche communities are centers where well-abled people live in 
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community with people who have various types of disabilities. L’Arche believes that 

each person has a gift to bring to bear on community. There are several stories 

documented in the book about people who have been restored through love, touch, 

empathy, acceptance, and patience. The lives portrayed are vivid examples of attachment 

and bonding at work in community spiritual formation.  

This work is a creative and artful means of inviting its reader to walk with Jesus 

through the gospel. Vanier reflects on the many encounters with people that Jesus 

experiences in John’s narrative. Perhaps the quality of ministry that is most apparent for 

community spiritual formation is the example Jesus set in terms of incarnational 

presence. The core assumptions of attachment theory have to do with proximity, safety, 

responsiveness, vulnerability, and empathy. Incarnational ministry exemplifies all these 

things. Vanier keenly observes that Jesus’ presence is restorative, and the writer, through 

the ministry of L’Arche, validates the message he preaches. 

Next on my list of literary works that has influenced my dissertation is Paul 

Stevens’ book, The Other Six Days: Vocation, Work, and Ministry in Biblical 

Perspective. One of the most influential ministry themes I’ve taken away from BGU is 

the understanding and appreciation for a theology of work. In my thesis, I stress the 

importance of relational work in order for congregations to grow in health and 

effectiveness. As image-bearing creatures that reflect God, who is a working God, 

Christians must work on aspiring to becoming the redemptive agents Christ has called 

them to be. This goal is first and foremost realized in the arena of relationships. Stevens’ 

book, The Equipping Pastor, focuses more specifically on leadership and relationship 
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work. The Other Six Days, however, is the foundation upon which my theology of work 

was first formed. 
19

  

There were many themes that impacted me about this book, but one that really hit 

home was that there truly is no division between sacred and secular “spheres” of life. Of 

course intellectually I knew that, but experientially this book took me to a new place. 

Because of this realization, I now see studies in the social sciences – such as attachment 

theory and systems thinking – with appreciation for the work that “secular” researchers 

perform. Their theories do not compete with Scripture. They are not secular. All 

knowledge is potentially good, and all theories must be examined in the light of biblical 

revelation; however, I am more emboldened to study new areas of knowledge and learn 

from the social sciences where applicable. 

The other theme that changed the way I viewed the world is the realization that all 

(good) work matters to God. I do not believe the subtle yet powerful message that 

Christian “ministry” work is more valuable than other types of work, and idea that has 

already affected my ministry. I continue to teach and communicate the value and beauty 

of all types of work. Of course having participated in the Theology of Work and 

Spirituality of Work courses at BGU brought a depth of appreciation to this book. I have 

TOW deep in my heart. 
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CHAPTER 3. 

CONTEXT OF MINISTRY 

Historical Background 

Although not identified as such, the relevance of attachment and bonding has 

been present throughout the ages. In ancient times these components of psychology were 

obscured in other disciplines such as philosophy, anthropology, and theology.
1
 In the late 

nineteenth century psychology began to emerge as an explicit field of study, and upon the 

rudimentary contributions of scholars such as Wilhelm Wundt, Sigmund Freud, and Carl 

Jung, research and discourse on mental and behavioral characteristics of people 

materialized to what is now recognized as modern psychology. Certainly not all theoretic 

assertions from these pioneers proved laudable, and some positions undermined Christian 

ideals. Despite being spurned by the church at times, empirical research in the field of 

clinical psychology, especially in the area of attachment and bonding, has contributed to 

societal well being in extraordinary measures. 

As I’ve mentioned, of particular interest to this project are two theoretical strands 

of psychology: systems theory and attachment theory. Edwin Friedman is a psychologist 

who has studied the relational working of congregations for years. In his excellent work, 

Generation to Generation: Family Process in Church and Synagogue, he exhorts leaders 

to see the larger picture in congregations and move beyond pastoral technique. In terms 

of understanding systems theory in light of congregational life he states, “The capacity to 
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conceptualize physical illness in a unified body/soul context underpins the broader 

conceptualization…that human relationship systems, personal or congregational, function 

as organisms and that, therefore, it is natural for these various forms of ‘organ-ization’ to 

interconnect.”
2
 

As I’ve already addressed, attachment theory is another construct that gives a 

more comprehensive understanding of relational bonds within a family or larger faith 

community. The ability to bond with others can increase as people experience positive 

emotional interactions with others.
3
 Interestingly, because of current research in 

attachment theory, institutionalized childcare or daycare is being re-thought with 

consideration for a child’s developmental attachment needs. If a child is lacking in secure 

attachment from a primary attachment figure, a childcare worker or other significant 

relationship can help a child to organize his or her attachment relationships, so capacity 

for attachment is less diminished and even enhanced.
4
 Similarly, Peter Fongay affirms 

that even one secure relationship may enable the development of reflective processes in a 

child and “rescue” the youth in a substantial way from inability to form or continue 

attachments.
5
 As one considers relationship work in light of community formation, these 

findings have huge implications for children and youth ministry. One cannot assume that 
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children and youth pastors inherently know how to empathize, listen, emotionally 

connect, or incarnate into a youth’s world. Again, training is needed. 

Moving beyond the psychological implications of attachment formation to a 

biological perspective, newer findings in neurobiology reveal that as one receives 

empathy, is listened to, experiences acceptance, and feels valued, one’s brain’s 

organizational processes and chemistry can actually change.
6
 These findings confirm that 

a physiological change in the brain occurs as a result of experiencing this type of love. 

There is an increase in current therapeutic interventions being conducted by counselors 

and therapists because of the newly understood power of attachment.
7
 Participants in 

faith communities are called to love each other so that transformation ensues. There are 

many examples of this in the Gospels. 

These two psychological constructs, systems theory and attachment theory, 

constitute much of the underpinning for relational work so necessary for community 

spiritual formation. A third and crucial theological construct, theology of work, will bind 

together these three aspects of relationship work and give a cohesive framework from 

which one can proceed toward practical solutions. Theology of work will be discussed 

further in the section appropriated for theological and biblical discussion, which is 

chapter 4 of this project. Spiritual formation in Christian community flourishes as 

individuals share their stories, burdens, joys, challenges, and gifts in an environment of 
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safety that enables unity and interdependence, and as it is sensitized toward a given 

cultural community context.
8
  

Current Situation 

Relevant Personal, Congregational, Community and Global Issues 

Stumbling Upon Love 

When I came to Christ twenty-eight years ago, I was gifted with a loving faith 

community that valued spiritual formation and redemptive relationships (not that I would 

have used these terms at that time). In 1984, I didn’t know much about psychology, and I 

knew nothing about attachment theory or systems theory. I had no theology for relational 

work. The leaders of my prayer group (which was my primary community) had no 

theological training, yet I had the experience of being really loved, listened to, and 

spiritually nurtured. For the first time in my life I felt accepted and affirmed. In many 

ways God healed me through my experience with this community. The Holy Spirit was 

surely at work in this community of believers. 

I share my experience of spiritual infancy because I want to qualify my concern 

for why I believe it is important for Christian leaders to understand the constructs of 

attachment and bonding, systems theory, and theology of work. I believe that the Spirit of 

God leads a community to greater depths of love for one another, and while the Spirit is 

not dependent upon knowledge or ability to conceptualize concepts in the realm of the 

social sciences or biblical theology, He uses one’s understanding for ministry. The more 
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one understands about how change transpires in a human being, the more “equipment” 

God’s Spirit has to work with. As Christians renew their minds (Rom. 12: 1-2) they are 

more conformed to Christ’s likeness. The Bible teaches that knowledge in itself does not 

necessarily edify. Without an underpinning of love, knowledge tends only to puff up 

(1Cor. 8:1); however, as love works through knowledge and wisdom, one comes to 

discern the righteous path God has (Phil. 1: 9-10). In this light one can understand the 

value of education and theological training.  

If Christians position themselves to love and serve God, studying the social 

sciences and theology can equip them to understand people in relationship to spouse, 

family, friends, community, society, and church context. They can then use that 

knowledge to gain understanding about what may be happening in a person, situation, or 

context beyond surface appearances. What’s more, that knowledge can be used to love 

others and enhance leaders’ understanding in terms of spiritual formation in community. I 

want to address how to train leaders for relationship work in light of the issues presented 

in this project. 

Globalized Urban Discipleship 

New York City is a microcosm of the world. Much of the world’s cultural 

representation is present in the ministries serving in the city. While some of these 

ministries do not largely interact with other cultures and faith traditions, it is becoming 

increasingly difficult to stay insulated within the walls of one’s own culture or ministry 

paradigm. In terms of global Christianity, New York City, like other urban centers, is 

indeed at a critical historical change, not only because of the demographic reality that 

most of the world is now living in urban centers (cities), but more dramatically because 
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the center of Christian gravity has moved from the Western to the non-Western world 

(Asia, Africa, and Latin America).
9
 Compounding these changes is the realization that 

cities are becoming increasingly prone to cross-cultural encounters affecting the 

sociological and theological landscapes in tangible ways.  

In some respects, progressive changes in globalization and communication in 

twenty-first century Christianity create more complex challenges to Christian witness and 

unity than at other times in history, yet because of the movement and interconnections in 

faith traditions, the body of Christ has potential for growth and maturity as never before. 

Andrew Walls, prominent missiologist in the domain of world Christianity, posits that the 

Church is at a crossroads in Christian history. He likes to conceptualize this as the 

Ephesian Moment: 

The theme of the church as Christ’s body is crucial to the Ephesian letter. When 

we think of the church as the body of Christ, we usually think of it as 

comprehending different races (Jew and Gentile), different lifestyles (Hebraic and 

Hellenistic), or different people with different gifts and functions in the body. All 

these aspects are mentioned in the letter. In all these aspects, space is the medium 

in which the body of Christ functions; its various manifestations are contemporary 

one with another, representing different social realities at a single point in time. 

But if the church is Christ’s body, then its temporal dimension also has to be 

taken seriously. The body functions in time as well as in space; time is also an 

element in which salvation is worded out: its various manifestations across time 

are necessary for its completion, for “the completion of him who himself 

completes all things everywhere.” Christ takes flesh as he is received by faith in 

various segments of social reality at different periods, as well as in different 

places.
10
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In light of the unique place (and physical space as Walls highlights), how should 

the church at this time in history think about discipleship? What practices will 

support unity yet respect diversity? How can the Church think about addressing 

relationship work in the body of Christ? Understanding systems theory enables 

one to view these challenges from a perspective that appreciates the complexity of 

current global urban discipleship. 

Walls insightfully notes that Christians who are involved in urban intercultural 

ministry are experiencing “The Ephesians Moment.” Just as the first-century Ephesian 

church, the Church now is in a unique setting in which reconciliation and completeness 

are expressed through him who is “our peace” (Eph. 2:14-19). Christians are not 

complete without each other; there are no longer foreigners and aliens but fellow citizens 

of God’s household. 

My own life and ministry are rooted in a complex and dynamic missiological 

context. I am a minority in my neighborhood. My church is mostly Korean-American. 

Most of the people in my county in New York City (Queens) are foreign born, and 

probably at least half of the students and faculty at City Seminary of New York (based in 

Harlem, Manhattan) are either foreign born, first generation, or transnational. My 

ministry and the ministry of my colleagues will have a global effect in some small 

capacity simply because of the context in which we live and serve. Again, it is because of 

such a context that I realize the crucial need for teaching and skills related to relational 

work.  

City Seminary of New York is a theological learning community committed to 

grappling with the ever-changing complexities presented by globalized urban Christian 
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ministry in the twenty-first century. There is a song about New York sung by Frank 

Sinatra. Some of the lyrics state, “If you can make it here, you’ll make it anywhere.” 

Christians in my city sing a different version of this song, we say, “If you can do 

theology here, you’ll do it anywhere.” Mark Gornik, the director of the seminary writes 

in his insightful book, Word Made Global: 

New York City is a point of convergence, a hub for the spread of Christianity 

born in Africa (and Asia and Latin America) to move through a world of urban 

pathways, networks, and circulations. The Word made flesh is still flowing, 

moving, and travelling, the body impressed as a letter, the Sprit incarnate in the 

physicality and urban space…When people from Accra, Lagos, or Monrovia 

move to New York City, they bring their faith and church community with them. 

Faith travels to New York City not in a disembodied “cloud” of data, but as 

embodied stories, histories, practices, accounts, and experience of God, Jesus, and 

the Holy Spirit.
11

 

While the interaction of ecclesiastical diaspora communities has potential for 

transformational leadership through cross-pollination (of ministry paradigms, faith 

traditions, doctrinal holdings, and spiritual practices), there is also great challenge 

inherent in such exchange. Christians need each other. They need to learn from each 

other, yet such learning will come most substantially through relationships. Suspicion, 

fear and mistrust of people groups and “other” faith traditions often create a barrier not 

easily crossed. Compounding denominational barriers is the existing historical tensions 

between cultures (i.e. Columbian/Mexican, African-American/Caucasian, 

Korean/Chinese, upper class immigrants and low income immigrants, etc.). Some of 

these cultural and societal wounds run deep. If unity is the Church’s greatest witness, 
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how might it understand how the Spirit will facilitate a quality of harmonious bonding 

inclusive of vastly different perspectives? 

As I’ve observed and participated in various intercultural and inter-social 

contexts, I have become increasingly convinced that the Church will not reach the 

potential for unity within diversity unless significant relational work is done. A creation 

or rebuilding of trust is central to such a hope, which not only concerns individual 

transformation but transformation of faith communities, which largely transpires through 

leadership formation. At the end of the day, although Christians all have vastly different 

expressions and practices of faith, they share a universal call to love one another.  

Dr. Doug Hall, leader of Emmanuel Gospel Center in Boston, has been serving 

for over thirty years in various intercultural contexts. He observes that while most 

Christian leaders are willing to work hard to achieve ministry goals, they fail to do the 

“horizontal” relationship work to serve in the right spirit and manner of their calling. This 

negligence is at the core of dysfunctional operating in churches: 

I would guess that more than half of all Christians either have a problem 

with their marriage or with their church, or both. Our non-relational culture tends 

to nurture such problems. As Christians, we must not only be in right relation to 

God, but we also need to bring redemptive understanding to our relationships to 

each other. Learning to function redemptively is like overcoming an addiction. 

We can’t just say, “Don’t drink,” or “Don’t become dysfunctional,” or “Here are 

10 characteristics of what you should be.” The addict must get to the root cause of 

why he or she engages in the addiction by facing the “stinkin’ thinkin’” that 

drives the process, and dealing with that ruthlessly. So also must Christians deal 

ruthlessly with the counterproductive thinking that drives our dysfunctionality. 

Otherwise, our faith will decline, not because redemptive thinking is not 

operational vertically, but because we are losing the ability to operate horizontally 

in a redemptive manner. Works doesn’t get us to heaven, and it doesn’t get the job 

done on earth either. 
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We need to increase the number of churches (as well as the number of 

marriages, Christians and Christian ministries) that are operating redemptively on 

both the vertical and the horizontal dimensions. To me, this is what Christianity is 

really all about.
12

 

Despite cultural differences in global cities, all human beings have the capacity to 

bond relationally. The Church’s witness depends on this capacity. Although love is 

expressed through acts of service, it is first and foundationally expressed in primary 

relational bonds. I have discovered that all cultures can benefit from practical training in 

listening skills. Expressions of compassion and empathy transcend language barriers, and 

a desire for respect is a universal value. These values are imperative toward creating safe 

contexts for the sharing of stories. These values are also at the core of incarnational 

ministry – the model of ministry that Christ left for his followers. The latter portion of 

this project will suggest practical ways in which Christians can understand more 

specifically what is involved in cross-cultural and intercultural relational work, so that 

transformation can indeed take place.  

Relational Lessons Learned: East and West  

Living in a globalized city means that persons perceive other groups as possessing 

specific relational virtues, vices, and differences; however, in terms of systems thinking 

and relational work, there are two categorical mindsets that often clash, creating 

stumbling blocks for Christian unity. The relational and communicational differences 
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between East and West are anchored in centuries of teaching and tradition. In other 

words, the societal values, customs, and patterns of each group are systemically rooted.   

Anthropologists have studied the differing mindsets between East and West. Most 

Asian, Latin American, Eastern European, (and some Middle Eastern) cultures would be 

determined as collectivist cultures. In such contexts, group goals, consensus, harmony, 

and conformity are the “default” way of doing community, which, of course, carries over 

into ministry contexts. In contrast, the United States and Western Europe would be 

determined to be individualistic cultures. In these contexts, autonomy, competition, 

individuality, and personal interests become the default way of relating. Needless to say, 

doing ministry in an intercultural context can be messy. At the same time, I can imagine 

how contexts that bring the two together can have a growth and maturing effect on each 

other. The idea is not for Christians to become other than what they are but to learn from 

each other and grow together.  

In terms of church community, when considering systems thinking, there are two 

competing tensions that need to be continually negotiated: the need for separateness and 

togetherness. Christians are differentiated (or distinct) individuals or ministries that also 

remain connected to a larger whole and an overall spiritual purpose. Eastern and Western 

ways of doing community can be tempered or balanced if the group is open to doing the 

relational work needed to transcend cultural values and move into a healthy place of 

coexistence. Stevens and Collins write that when thinking about community formation, 

healthy interdependence is the goal: 

Leaders have the challenge of building unity in the people without evoking 

compliance or autonomy; this involves encouraging people to remain connected 

and to define themselves and their own ministries rather than merely assisting the 

leaders in their ministry. Equippers must understand the twin needs “to be me” 
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and “to be we” and understand how these affect the functioning of the 

community. The systems leader tries to avoid fostering the two ends of the 

relational spectrum: independence and dependence (or codependence). Healthy 

member are able to define themselves and still remain connected. There are 

synergistic benefits of such interdependence.
13

 

Center for Urban Ministerial Education (CUME) 

For over three decades Dr. Doug Hall has been engaged in training urban leaders 

for ministry in complex settings. The “laboratory” for his work has been Immanuel 

Gospel Center in Boston, where he and his staff and faculty operate the Center for Urban 

Ministerial Education (CUME). Dr. Hall understands how systems thinking is 

foundational for complex ministry situations; however, Dr. Hall brings an interesting 

perspective to systems thinking in urban intercultural ministry. He distinguishes that 

people are more prone to function in one of two distinct ways, with a proclivity toward 

primary culture or secondary culture. 

In a primary culture needs are met through relational need-satisfaction, extended 

family systems, oral communication, informal learning, and spiritual explanations of 

reality. In a secondary culture needs are met through economic-need-satisfaction, nuclear 

or adaptive families, written communication, formal learning, and scientific, objective, 

cognitive explanations of reality.
14

 An example of a primary cultural way of meeting 

needs would be a barn-raising. In contrast, a secondary cultural way of meeting needs 
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would be hiring a construction firm to build the barn, where a contract is drawn and 

workers are paid.  

Dr. Hall advocates that Christians need to discern which culture – primary or 

secondary – they are oriented toward. They must learn to understand the system behind 

each way of operating. They must also commit themselves to learning how to relate to 

Christians who are of the opposite orientation. While many people might find themselves 

on a continuum in terms of operating with a primary or secondary cultural preference, 

everyone has areas of relating that need growth if they hope to relate and serve together. 

He argues that in a complex urban intercultural ministry setting leaders must continually 

learn to better orient toward both (primary and secondary) cultural preferences, “Systems 

thinking confirmed to me the idea that large social systems, such as cities, were, in fact, 

living systems – an idea that fit in Paul’s time as well as mine. I found I could apply 

systems thinking understanding to living systems in my own context of the twentieth and 

now twenty-first centuries, and pursue a thoroughly biblical method of ministry.”
15

 

All leaders know that churches are not without problems. Problems will manifest 

in churches in areas related to relational tensions, power dynamics, authority issues, 

ministry approaches, and motivational problems. Sadly, often leaders and congregants 

spend much time and energy – sometimes at the cost of great angst – to resolve these 

various tensions without true resolution. While any given problem has its specific set of 

variables, most of the time the issues on the surface are not the real issues; they are only 

symptoms of a deeper more pervasive problem. Peter’s avoidance about eating with the 
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Gentiles was not a matter of food preferences. It was a deeper problem with Peter’s 

identity, and it was a systemic problem because of the peer pressure Peter felt by other 

Jews in the community and deeply rooted attitudes about Gentile believers. It was a 

community formation problem, and dealing with it appropriately set an example for 

tensions arising in intercultural fellowship contexts. The complexities of each context 

must be carefully pondered to discern what is problematic in a system. Stevens and 

Collins write: 

Systemic integration does not mean simply buying into the latest version of 

systems theory or buying in to the latest theological expression of the reality of 

the church. Integration, to be truly systemic, involves engaging in patient and 

continuing dialogue and then returning to one’s discipline to look with open eyes 

yet once more. On many questions about subjects that are deep mysteries, biblical 

Christians must accept ambiguity and transcend normal categories of speech and 

explanation. Truth on this matter of dialogue and systemic interdependence of 

theologians and social scientists will be a rich and complex social unity, like the 

unity of God, the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, after which all church unity is 

derived.
16

  

How the Project Will Transform a Particular Aspect of Christian Ministry 

Transformation is the outworking and result of applying knowledge and 

understanding of ministry to actual lives and communities; therefore the theme central to 

this project, relational work, must eclipse mere ministry theory and have a practical 

outcome. Introducing leaders to the basics constructs of attachment theory and its 

implications for personal healing and growth is a first step in the equipping process. A 

framework for attachment and bonding must express itself in the form of increased 
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empathy, improved listening skills and modeled transparency for a true change to 

transpire in terms of community spiritual formation. 

I envision community to become a place of healing and restoration, where people 

serve as safe havens for one another. I interact with a number of Christian counselors, 

and more than once I have heard them grieve over the realization that many people 

coming to them are not in clinical need. Sadly they just don’t have anyone in their sphere 

of relationships that knows how to really listen to them and empathize, so they pay a fee 

to have “therapy.” Married couples often seek counselors because they cannot resolve 

issues. Again many do not have pathology, they just have never been taught basic 

relationship skills. With some equipping, the body of Christ is capable of bringing about 

transformation in relationships. It is very important to know when to refer a person(s) to a 

professional; only trained and competent people can deal with more complex issues. It is 

a sad testimony to the church, however, that so many people see professionals because 

they lack a community that knows how to love and support them in basic tangible ways. 

Understanding systems theory will enable leaders to approach leadership 

development and community spiritual formation from a broader perspective. One of the 

precepts central to systems theory is that the development and behavior of one person is 

inextricably connected with others in the community. As the leadership and key people 

change, the church has greater potential to change, which is the reason relationship work 

begins with training leaders. In his important book, The Emotionally Healthy Church, 

Peter Scazzero highlights this point: 

The starting point for change in any nation, church, or ministry has always been 

the leader: As go the leaders, so goes the church. But it is not enough for the 

leaders to change. God wants to set others free as well-whether this is their first 

year as a Christian or their fiftieth, whether they are single or married, and 
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whatever their church role may be (new member, leader, or pastor). When you do 

the hard work of becoming an emotionally and spiritually mature disciple of Jesus 

Christ, the impact will be felt all around you.
17

 

Also, understanding systems theory will enable a leader to be more discerning in 

regard to how to approach problems in the church. While cultural nuances may add a 

dimension of complexity to systems thinking, there are common issues that reoccur in 

practically all cultures and contexts. Rev. Paul Bothwell gives a classic example of a 

common systemic pattern of pastoral over-functioning: 

You’ve seen it before, in your own church, right? You, the pastor, are 

working as hard as you can already, and then there’s another crisis. Maybe this 

time it’s the impending collapse of the final program and family barbeque after 

the 5-Day Kids’ Clubs you’ve been running in the neighborhood. Everyone in the 

church says they’re committed to outreach and evangelism, but someone dropped 

the ball here – again—and disaster is looming. You jump in, desperately run the 

whole thing yourself, and then collapse from exhaustion at home that night. 

You’re confused, and so angry. Why does this keep happening? Where are 

the other leaders in the church? Doesn’t anyone care about the increasing amounts 

of effort, energy, and attention that you have to expend in these recurring crises to 

keep things going? You have a nagging sense that tonight’s problem is part of a 

larger, deeper leadership issue that has been getting worse over time – and that 

maybe your “quick fix” each time, your heroic action, is contributing to more 

problems in the future. But the pain or cost of not doing something right away, 

each time, is much more real and immediate than the impact of any delayed, 

undesirable consequences down the road. You’ll worry about those deeper 

concerns later; it’s all too complex right now. Besides, you still have three or four 

phone calls to make about the mix-up in tomorrow’s worship schedule… 

This is a classic example of the “Fixes That Fail” situation, a stubbornly 

recurring cycle in organizational life (and personal life!) that systems thinking 

skills can help us break. Fixes That Fail is one of a number of “archetypes”: 

simple, generic systems thinking tools that open a window onto these recurring 

and baffling “problem stories” that happen in all walks of organizational life.  

In the Fixes That Fail archetype, a problem symptom cries out for 

resolution. A solution is quickly implemented, which alleviates the symptom. 

However, the solution produces unintended consequences that, after a delay, 

cause the original problem symptom to return to its previous level or even get 
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worse! This development leads us to apply the same “fix” again, and again, and 

we get caught in a perpetual, reinforcing cycle of solving yesterday’s 

“solutions.”
18

 

 

As mentioned before, a problem is often only a “symptom” of the way in which 

the whole congregation or a part of the community functions. Discerning patterns of 

thinking and interacting when problems arise can enable a leader to approach a situation 

from a systems perspective. When thinking through church or family problems 

systemically, more substantial change is possible rather than putting a band-aid on the 

problem (i.e. person). If relationships are a core value, systemic thinking can transform 

one’s approach to ministry. Again, Stevens and Collins elaborate: “Motivation in a 

church must be understood systemically. When a pastor complains that the members are 

unmotivated for lay ministry or lay mission, he or she is making a statement not only 

about the individual members but also about the system.”
19
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CHAPTER 4. 

BIBLICAL AND THEOLOGICAL BASIS 

People were created for community. Throughout the Old and New Testaments 

one can observe God’s consistent work to form faith communities that reflect his desire 

for loving bonds with God and each other. In the Old Testament Israel departed from 

God’s call time and again despite God blessing Israel. In the Old Testament there are 

numerous examples of Israel’s departure from loving relational bonds. These relational 

failures manifested primarily in three forms: 1) idolatry – seeking substitute attachments, 

2) injustice – hoarding of blessing, and 3) immorality – unrestrained desires.  

Likewise, Christianity in the New Testament was also laden with community 

formation challenges – many of the Epistles testify to these challenges. What is 

interesting about most of the New Testament letters is that Paul and other writers 

addressed ministry problems as systemic. Particular letters were written to specific 

ministry contexts. They challenged faulty ingrained thinking and habits that were 

detrimental or poisonous to Christian community formation. These problems could not be 

resolved by any one or two people repenting. It required a rooting out of particular 

spiritual “viruses” that contaminated the local church, which required change on the part 

of the leadership, and consequently systemic change on the part of the body of believers.  

There are many examples of systemic issues that undermined Christ-like 

formation in churches. Galatians struggled with systemic issues surrounding the 

Judaizers’ agenda. Philippians addressed spirituality that was infected with pride, the 

flesh, and self-confidence. Colossians was written in part to address the Colossian heresy 

that pervaded right doctrine. The Corinthian Church was compromised by immaturity and 
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worldliness that affected so many of their spiritual practices. First, Second, and Third 

John makes clear the infectious doctrine of Gnosticism. I have highlighted just a few 

examples. The issues addressed in Paul’s letters show that he realized many problems in 

the church were systemic in nature. I’d like to imagine if church leaders today could look 

at their families, cultures, denominations, congregations, and contexts through the lens of 

systemic discernment. 

Although understanding the value of addressing systemic issues is vitally 

important for healthy congregational formation, relationship work on an individual or 

one-to-one basis needs to be addressed. A macro and micro appreciation for 

transformational leadership is needed. Looking at Jesus through the Gospel narratives one 

sees the essence of relational work being actualized through love by the way Jesus 

interacts with individuals. In passage after passage, the Gospels reveal that Jesus 

embodies and emulates loving relational bonds. He demonstrates redemptive friendships 

with Mary, Martha, and Lazarus. He models loving servant leadership as he washes the 

feet of the disciples. He reconciles broken relational bonds as he restores Peter. He 

extends acceptance to the lowest in society as he invites himself over to Zacchaeus’ 

house. His bond with his Father is beautifully demonstrated in his prayers, as he 

passionately reveals his deepest desires for his disciples and all who will believe because 

of their message.  

Understanding the call to live in community requires that two key aspects of 

design be addressed: people’s proclivity toward rational bonding and their capacity for 

work – relational work. Thomas Merton summarizes this concept in his book, No Man Is 

and Island, where he writes, “There is a false and momentary happiness in self-
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satisfaction, but it always leads to sorrow because it narrows and deadens our spirit. True 

happiness is found in unselfish love, a love which increases in proportion as it is 

shared.”
1
 

Perspectives on Theology of Work 

A foundational aspect of a person’s image-bearing capacity can be understood in 

a framework of theology of work. It is from this framework that Christians understand 

their commission to relational work. Peering into the creation narrative in Scripture the 

reader is first introduced to a working God who is fabricating the cosmos by an elaborate 

fashioning of the earth. Likewise, Adam and Eve are commissioned to continue to create, 

shape, order, and govern the earth. People are working beings because they are created in 

the image of a working God,
2
 and they co-labor with him in his divine plan for the 

cosmos. In The Other Six Days: 

The great themes of the Bible are evocative of the work of God. God the creator 

forms, fabricates, maintains and finishes. God the lover does relational work, 

bringing dignity, health and meaning. God the leader does community-building 

work and brings things to consummation. Every legitimate human occupation 

(paid or unpaid) is some dimension of God’s own work: making, designing, doing 

chores, beautifying, organizing, helping, bringing dignity, and leading.
3
 

Indeed there are few areas of human existence that will advance or flourish apart 

from the result of concentrated work. Making a nourishing meal, staying healthy through 

exercise, growing in knowledge through study, nurturing a healthy marriage and family, 
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and growing a vibrant church are a few examples of the pervasive outcome of applying 

work to life. Just about every area of life improves through work. Work is also a central 

component to self-development as creatures of God. The ability to work is a God-

ordained and God-imaging component of how he created people to be. In his wonderful 

book, All You Who Labor, by Cardinal Stefan Wyszynski, he reminds his reader: 

We see that work tends to give new values to things, that it adapts them to 

our needs. Appropriateness and usefulness are therefore the stimuli to work, just 

as they are the criteria of its worth. Thanks to this fact, work gives us a chance to 

satisfy hunger and thirst; it shelters us, raises a roof over our heads; it makes 

human life possible, easy, and pleasant. 

But work has more than merely consumer aims. More than the mouth and 

the stomach compel man to work; our whole rational nature urges us to it. For 

work leads to the complete development or our spiritual power and to the 

perfecting of man.
4
 

Applying a Theology of Work to Relationships 

One particular aspect of a theology of work central to my thesis is the value of 

creating, shaping, and putting effort into the relationships in one’s sphere of life that I 

refer to as relationship work. Over the years I’ve thought about relationship work as one 

of the many various forms or categories of work entrusted to humans. Recently my 

theology of relational work has been broadened and deepened as I incorporate a greater 

understanding of the Trinity and God’s heart for relationship within the Trinity. I am 

realizing that relationship work is not one category of work among many. I was 

compartmentalizing relationship work. All work is relational, and the model given by the 
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Trinity informs every sphere of human work. Paul Stevens beautifully elaborates on this 

concept in his book Work Matters: A Biblical Perspective on Labor: 

The relational character of God has implications for work. First, human work, 

shaped by the Triune God is essentially personal. Just as each person of the 

Trinity brings otherness and difference – origin, implementation and 

empowerment – so each human being has a distinctive work to bring to the world. 

Workers are not interchangeable cogs in a vast cosmic machine, or even in human 

corporations. Second, human work is God‐like when it is relational. This means 

that we are designed to work together, each person’s work is to be enriched by 

and intended to enrich his or her neighbour.
5
 

The Trinity is the perfect example of unity within diversity. Three distinct and 

divine persons co-labored with each other when working on creation, and they continue 

to redeem and sanctify through interdependent labor expressed through a bond of perfect 

love. The generative nature of God is poured out through laborious love. As Stevens 

explains, “Father, Son, and Spirit in reciprocal unit, each person enwrapping the others, 

each living in the others and for the others, so deep and so united that they are one God.”
6
 

As one think about how relationships work, there is the Trinitarian model as a conceptual 

reference point from which to draw. 

The Trinity is much more than a model. God is the life source by which Christians 

work and who works through them. Paul declares, “It is no longer I who live but Christ 

lives in me” (Gal. 2:20). In regard to work, Christians are not called only to imitate Christ 

in the world but to participate with him. Andrew Perves writes in his book, The 

Crucifixion of Ministry:  
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Our unbreakable union with Christ is the defining, operative mark of the 

Christian’s life and of the church’s identity and purpose. It is the necessary and 

actual condition for a Christian or the church to exist in the first place. The 

conclusion is irresistible: there is only one ministry, that of Jesus Christ, to which 

through union with Christ we are joined. The Holy Spirit constitutes us, and 

thereby the church, in union with its Head, joining us to Christ to share in his 

communion with the Father and in his mission from the Father by bearing faithful 

witness to him in the world.
7
 

Created for Community 

Genesis accounts a beautiful unfolding of God’s generative love through his 

creation of the cosmos. Consistently the author interjects at various junctures of creation, 

“And God saw that it was good” [emphasis added] (Gen. 1:10). At one specific point in 

the creative process, however, something was not good in the garden; “It is not good for 

the man to be alone” (Gen. 2:18). Adam enjoyed perfect health and had open 

communication with God. His provisional needs were met, and he was given meaningful 

work. Although Adam enjoyed all these benefits before the Fall – before sin entered the 

world, even before sin, something was not good. As the narrative continues, it is clear 

that relationship within human community was part of God’s perfect intentions for 

Adam. 

As image-bearing creatures, human need for relationship is intrinsic. The Trinity 

essentially lives in perfect community and complete unity, representing distinct beings 

that exist within a bond of love and inter-submission. Indeed the Lord’s intent at creation 

was that human beings would bear his image in relational interactions, fulfilling his 
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purposes on earth in the context of human community that is submissive to his will. 

Adam and Eve experienced genuine attachment and bonding. They were both naked and 

felt no shame. Such relational truth and acceptance, by God and each other, was indeed 

“good.” 

The inception of sin ruptured their bond with each other and God (Gen. 3:1-4). 

Shame, blame, fear, and deception continued to tarnish relationships for centuries to 

come. The human dilemma is that people were created for attachment and bonding, yet 

they will never fully experience flawless community until the consummation of Christ. 

Christians are called by Christ, however, to work with him to redeem community and 

relationship. The phenomenon of gangs and abusive relationships testify to humanity’s 

design for attachment and bonding in community. Indeed for some people, bad or 

abusive bonding is better than no bonding at all. Human beings must be in relationships 

and live in community. 

In this project I seek to apply the scriptural themes of relationship and work to 

community spiritual formation, especially as they related to the process of human 

attachment and bonding. Tragically, every aspect of creation was marred by the Fall, 

relational transgression being one of the saddest consequences; however, Jesus Christ’s 

death and resurrection interrupted the trajectory of relational sin. Now, through the work 

of the Holy Spirit, restoration and renewal have the potential to pervade every area of 

life, including work and relationships. The Holy Spirit equips and empowers Christians 

for the redemptive work of forming relationships that reflect communities of faith, hope 

and love (1Cor. 13:13).  
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Systems Thinking and Community Formation 

My project focuses on the relevance of systems thinking and attachment theory 

within relational work. In terms of spiritual formation in community, there is no better 

metaphor I can think of that illustrates this point than the Bible’s metaphor of the human 

body (1Cor. 12:12-26). The human body is a system – a living system – whereby each 

part does its work; however, the parts do not function by or for themselves. They are part 

of a larger interconnected biological network. Also, the human body does not exist for 

itself, but to contribute to a larger entity, the human society. The Church too, as the body 

of Christ, does not exist for itself, but to participate in God’s missio Dei.
8
 Missiologist 

David Bosch explains: 

We have to distinguish between mission (singular) and missions (plural). The first 

refers primarily to the mission Dei (God’s mission), that is, God’s self-revelation 

as the One who loves the world, God’s involvement in and with the world, the 

nature and activity of God, which embraces both the church and the world, and in 

which the church is privileged to participate. Missio Dei enunciates the good news 

that God is a God-for-people. Missions (the missions ecclesiae: the missionary 

ventures of the church), refer to particular froms, related to specific times, places, 

needs, of participation in the missio Dei.
9
 

The body of Christ is a unit or a system made up of many parts (1Cor. 12:12), and 

because of this no part can claim superiority over another or declare that it has no need 

for another (1 Cor. 12:16). The human body is a large system consisting of various 

subsystems that operate by the working together of specific cells, organs, and tissues. 

Various physiological systems: the circulatory, respiratory, reproductive, digestive, 
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cardiovascular, muscular, endocrine, nervous, and endocrine function to maintain a 

particular aspect of bodily health. Even these separate systems are dependent upon each 

other and serve to enable the overall health and functioning of the entire body.  

A deficit in health in one part of the body or one system has ramifications for the 

entire body. While most Christian leaders appreciate and honor this rich metaphor (the 

body), their application to congregational life is usually limited to understanding how the 

operation of different gifts are necessary. This emphasis is probably due to the 1 

Corinthians 12 passage; however, the fourth chapter of Ephesians illustrates a much 

broader and profound concept of the body metaphor (Eph. 4:1-16). This passage speaks 

about an entire body maturing and growing in unity, and fullness into Christ, the Head 

(vss. 15-16). It is impossible to grasp the significance of this analogy without ascribing to 

a systems approach. 

In the context of a local church community, growth and systemic health need to 

be understood from the perspective of an organic process. Peter Steinke explains: 

It is easy to impose institutional values on health, as reflected in the phrase 

“healthy, growing churches.” An organic view, however, prevents us from 

imposing on health a meaning it does not have. Organic processes are not linear. 

They are not merely progressive or expansive. Some organic processes promote 

growth through decay, shedding, and breakdown. Some organic growth is 

downward—a deepening, a rooting, a maturing process. An organic view will not 

allow us to make health synonymous with enlargement and mass. Organic life 

comes in many sizes and shapes, all of which may be said to be healthy. 

At times health is manifested by growth in size. At other times health involves 

sheer maintenance, with little or no growth at all. The Western idea of growth is 

“get big, get strong, and win.”  Westerners assume an increase in size will ensure 

continuation or survival of the organism. Unfortunately this understanding is 

carried over into notions about congregational health. Growing churches are 

assumed to be healthy, especially in contrast to what are called “maintenance” 

churches. Congregations engaged in upkeep are disparaged, even relegated to the 

realm of the “diseased.” “Maintenance” becomes a pejorative term…Yet the word 

maintenance is itself positive. It derives from main (hand) and teno (keep). It is 
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caring for something by hand. It is managing. A large part of health is 

maintenance (brushing teeth, washing hands, taking vitamins, exercising).
10

 

Dynamics that lead to un-health in a spiritual community also need to be 

understood from a systems perspective. Disease, infection, viruses, and injury affect the 

entire system, not only the isolated portion that is malfunctioning. Infection and viruses 

need the cooperation of a host cell (person, group) for a virus to flourish. The host 

essentially provides free room and board for the virus.
11

 Congregational infections and 

viruses such as gossiping, grumbling, triangling, over-dependency on clergy, secrets, and 

avoiding conflict need active hosts to keep from imparting damage and sickness. 

Perhaps the most compelling part of Paul’s illustration of the body is his point that 

growth occurs through loving interconnectedness (…the whole body, joined and held 

together by every supporting ligament, grows and builds itself up in love). In the physical 

body, growth occurs at the joints and points of connection. In the skeletal system, the 

term is the growth plate (or more technically, the epiphyseal plate). Likewise, in a 

spiritual community, loving interactions promote growth – as each one does his or her 

work.  

There is another biblical metaphor that provides understanding to the importance 

of relational work: a building. Christians are all working to build on the foundation of 

Jesus Christ, and Paul exhorts them to be careful how they build (1 Cor. 3: 9-17). Some 

years ago the Lord gave me a similar warning during my personal prayer time, and I have 
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never forgotten its centrality to relationship work, especially in terms of attachment and 

bonding. At the time, I was struggling with my parenting and felt that the Holy Spirit was 

trying to speak to my heart through this passage in the third chapter of 1 Corinthians.  

I had been a Christian for a few years, and as many newer Christians I sought to 

live out Christianity the right way, especially in relation to my parenting, which I felt was 

my primary ministry at that time. In terms of discipling my children, I was good at 

instruction; I trained my children well in terms of “how to’s.” They were taught to be 

respectful, polite, and responsible. I provided discipline when needed. I taught them the 

Bible. They were rarely really wild or out of order in home or public. I actually received 

many complements about how well trained my children were. 

In my heart of hearts though, I knew something was amiss. I was strong on 

authority but weak on nurturance (thankfully my husband compensated in this area). As I 

reflected upon this building, I realized that buildings were made of brick and mortar (at 

least this was the construction image that came to mind at the time). What came to mind 

was that the bricks represented the training part of ministry (my parenting). Bricks were 

the many “do’s and ‘don’ts,” verses and concepts, instructions regarding appropriate 

social behavior and responsibilities, oversight of activities, and other conceptual items I 

needed to impart to my children. I had the distinct picture in my head that I was stacking 

up bricks, high and tall, and that one day, probably when my kids would become 

teenagers, these bricks would come crashing down on me. I was so convicted about my 

parenting style. 

As I continued to reflect, I realized that what really holds the bricks in place, and 

supports a solid structure, is the cement that surrounds each brick. The cement was the 
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relational aspect of my parenting that was sadly very sparse at the time. I hadn’t yet 

learned to bond with my children. I hadn’t learned how to share my heart and emotions, 

delight in them, listen just for caring purposes, or empathize. I did not cultivate the 

capacity and skills to enable them to feel safe with me or to share their deepest hurts and 

fears. I wasn’t aware that I needed to let them sense that I was truly affected by what they 

were experiencing. I needed to learn that cement (relationship) was what would hold the 

bricks in place.  

Likewise, in ministry, leaders need to oversee training and activities in the church. 

To really build well, they need to do relationship work in the midst of it all. Bricks and 

cement need to interplay to build well as Paul instructs. I thank God that he was strong in 

my weakness, and he eventually taught me how to love and relate to my children. They 

were an utter delight in their teen years because by that time I had learned to do 

relationship work. We as family are all still learning. 

In this passage Paul differentiates between types of building material: gold, silver, 

costly stones and wood, hay, straw. Materials such as gold, silver, and costly stones are 

rarer. They require skill to build with, and they are a purer substance. They are enduring 

and not easily destroyed. They also add beauty to a building. I believe that the slow, 

steady relational work of love is what these materials represent. 

At the same time wood, hay, and straw are easy to come by. They don’t require 

any real skill to work with and are not particularly enduring. They are consumable under 

fire. Churches can be built on a flurry of activities, the use of gifts for perfunctory 

purposes, or the charisma of certain people. Those churches do not endure, and love is 

not a mark of their ministries. Christians must be careful how they build. 
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Spiritual Parenting and Relational Work 

Another striking theological metaphor used largely in the New Testament that 

may help one grasp God’s intended purposes for relationships in the body of Christ is that 

of a family. The family is a universally understood motif familiar to all cultures 

throughout the ages. Jesus and his Father demonstrated the parent-child relationship par 

excellence, and one can see the strong bond of attachment they shared throughout Jesus’ 

life on earth. Respected theologian Robert J. Banks argues for a greater appreciation of 

this biblical analogy: 

Although in recent years Paul’s metaphors for community have been subjected to 

quite intense study, especially for his description of it as a “body,” his application 

of “household” or “family” terminology has all too often been overlooked or only 

mentioned in passing. This presumably stems from the fact that terms like oikeioi, 

“household,” occur so rarely in the Pauline writings. But, alongside this term, a 

number of related expressions are present that must be taken into account. So 

numerous are these, and so frequently do they appear, that the comparison of the 

Christian community with a “family” must be regarded as the most significant 

metaphorical usage of all. For that reason it has pride of place in this discussion. 

More than any of the other images utilized by Paul, it reveals the essence of his 

thinking about community.
12

 

As Banks highlights, since the family is an essential image of community in the body of 

Christ, then one must think about relationship work considering this framework.  

What are the implications for spiritual formation in community when one grasps 

the theological significance of being part of a spiritual family? One basic question that 

arises relates to the issue of parenting. Should leaders and elders in a local community of 

faith aim to re-parent people who have experienced a less than optimal parenting and 
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family experience? I think the answer to this important question is a qualified yes and no. 

Paul Stevens cautions against the church becoming a substitute family, where people do 

not do the hard work of differentiating themselves from one’s family or origin and 

instead carrying over their unresolved issues into a new “family” context.
13

 He suggests 

that the church view itself as an extended family rather than a substitute family. 

Transformational leadership involves bringing people through a change process, rather 

than simply allowing people to recycle past issues into newer contexts. 

At the same time, when considering theological parallels surrounding the theme 

of family, much can be learned from observing Paul’s fatherly devotion to those he 

mentored. Timothy is probably the foremost example of re-parenting seen in the 

Scriptures. Paul met Timothy when he was in Lystra (Acts 16:1-3) and eventually 

accepted a role as a type of spiritual father. In both New Testament letters to Timothy, 

Paul addresses him in endearing terms such as “my true son” (1 Tim. 1:2) and “my dear 

son” (2 Tim. 1: 2). One could infer from Paul’s letters that Paul experienced a true bond 

with Timothy and did not relate to him only as a church leader in need of guidance and 

instruction.  

I believe the interesting thing about Paul’s re-parenting relationship with Timothy 

might be seen from what the Bible does not say, more than what it does say—about 

Timothy’s family. In 2 Timothy 1:5 Paul says that Timothy’s faith was nurtured by his 

grandmother (Lois) and his mother (Eunice), because Timothy’s father was Greek (Acts 

16:1-3). Details about how well Timothy’s biological father parented is not presented, but 
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one might strongly infer that there was a lack of spiritual modeling, nurturing, and 

leadership. While Paul does give instructions regarding pastoral issues, one can’t help but 

infer that Timothy’s leadership grew as a result of relationship work. Timothy received 

encouragement, affirmation, nurturance, and guidance in the context of an authority 

relationship, as one might receive from a father.  

An important consideration in terms of re-parenting is related to the idea of 

authority. Parents function in positions of authority. Pastors, elders, and leaders also 

embody roles that include a degree of modeling, teaching, correction, nurturance, and 

care-giving within a structure of authority. I have already discussed the considerable 

body of research affirming that a loving attachment figure(s) can promote healing in 

significant ways. For those who had a lack of spiritual parenting, or poor spiritual 

parenting, a spiritual mother or father can make a powerful difference. In his book, The 

Cry for Spiritual Fathers & Mothers, Larry Kreider writes: 

Spiritual fathers and mothers are mature believers who have grown and matured 

in their Christian walk; they are called fathers according to 1 John 2:13: “I write 

to you, fathers, because you have know Him who is from the beginning…” This 

implies a profound and thorough knowledge of Jesus through knowing His Word. 

It also implies a deep sense of acquaintance with Him, by having a passion for 

Jesus. Mature Christians are awake to their calling to be like Jesus—to be a father 

like God’s Son. They understand what it takes to be a spiritual parent and are 

willing to become one.
14

 

Embracing the relational work of attachment and bonding in a spiritual parenting 

relationship will shape the type of leader one is nurturing. If the focus is primarily on 

“developing” a leader and secondarily on relationship, performance-focused leadership 
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results rather than love-grounded leadership. This focus is the difference that relationship 

work can make in the context of leadership development. Transformational leadership 

evolves out of love within the context of relational training. 

I believe the parable of the lost sons (Luke 15:11-31) can speak to Christians 

about the relational work they are called to embrace as a spiritual family. Most of 

Christians have probably read this narrative and resonated with either or both of the sons. 

Many Christians can relate to the impulsive and wayward younger son who goes about 

life unaware of the implications of his self-serving, poor stewardship. His journey is one 

that involves coming to realize (after his sinful squandering) and eventually accepting the 

father’s mercy and love. It takes some time for him to consider returning to his father, 

and when he does he is sure that the bond he previously experienced could never be 

restored. He was resigned to living as a hireling, whose value was commensurate with the 

labor he produced.  

Other Christians can identify with the older, more dutiful and judgmental son. 

Unlike the younger son who struggles to receive mercy, the elder son has an issue 

releasing mercy. Most readers would infer that he probably tried hard to avoid finding 

himself in a position of ever needing mercy. His responsible, righteous persona prevented 

others from perceiving him to be needy in any capacity. Each son demonstrates attributes 

that prevent healthy relational interdependence. One extreme models irresponsibility, 

dependency, and neediness; the other portrays independence, self-sufficiency, and over-

responsibility to the exclusion of joy. 

Henri Nouwen, in his book, The Return of the Prodigal Son, challenges his reader 

to identify with a third aspect of the parable – the father. Nouwen suggests that Christians 
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are called to grow into a position of spiritual fatherhood (and motherhood) emulating 

God’s generous mercy and love according to one’s own gifting and call. Although one 

might genuinely desire to aspire to the call to spiritual motherhood and fatherhood, 

Nouwen claims that the current social milieu makes it difficult to accept such a call: 

Isn’t there a subtle pressure in both the Church and society to remain a dependent 

child? Hasn’t the Church in the past stressed obedience in a fashion that made it 

hard to claim spiritual father-hood, and hasn’t our consumer society encouraged 

us to indulge in childish self-gratification? What has truly challenges us to liberate 

ourselves from immature dependencies and to accept the burden of responsible 

adults? And aren’t we ourselves constantly trying to escape the fearful task of 

fatherhood?
15

 

In summary, as one reflects theologically, it is clear that relational work, which 

has its origin in the Trinity, is the foundation of all other work God calls Christians to do. 

People were created to be in community. To attach and bond as a healthy community 

requires separate yet interconnected individuals working in unity. Arguably the strongest 

biblical metaphor is a spiritual family. Christians are a systemic unit, a body, a building 

through which Christ is living and active, and love is at the essence of all relational work. 

One of the roles that transformational leaders are challenged to undertake is that of 

spiritual parenting, or what most would call mentoring, where one can bond lovingly with 

less mature Christians to enable them to become who God has called them to be. 
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CHAPTER 5. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

My problem statements reads, “I am studying relational work so that Christian 

leaders may both understand and practice how people may be equipped for attachment 

and bonding as part of community spiritual formation.” Christian leaders are not only 

pastors and staff working and serving in church community. Christian leaders exist in 

every arena of life. A survey consisting of six questions was used to understand how the 

themes discussed in this project reflect the perspectives of leaders who have graduated 

from a theological institution with a masters degree or higher. A goal was to discern what 

type of future training would be helpful for preparing transformational leaders in a 

complex urban context. The questions helped me to understand if the theme addressed in 

this project—relationship work focused on attachment theory and systems theory – were 

addressed in seminary training. I also sought to understand the barriers to relationship 

work that need to be addressed for leaders to serve well in New York City, since ministry 

training is context-specific.  

I realize that seminary is not the only (or necessarily the best) means for preparing 

adults for Christian leadership. In my context, however, it is probably the most highly 

regarded venue for theological and ministerial education. Many, if not most, pastors and 

staff are required to have seminary training before being ordained, hired, or released as 

staff. If one graduates from seminary with a masters degree or higher, there is an 

assumption by most people that the graduate has had sufficient theological and 

ministerial formation. Whether relationship work is or is not adequately addressed in 
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seminary, training will be an important lens from which to think about training in 

relationship work. 

I hope that my research questions helped shed light on the awareness level of the 

representative sample of trained Christian leaders in relationship to the questions 

addressed. Secondly, I hope that my in-depth research on the topic will enable me to 

suggest some practical steps for putting flesh on equipping possibilities for leaders, 

spouses, and parents. Prayerfully, knowledge and practice can assist leaders, spouses, and 

parents to be more aware of these key components of community spiritual formation and 

more intentional about spiritual formation in their marriages, homes, churches, and work 

contexts. 

I envision relationship work training to apply not only to ministry leaders in a 

seminary class or “church-based” contexts in New York City but to marriages and 

families as well, since family is a crucial part of ministry formation. Since my 

conceptualization of ministry is not compartmentalized into “sacred and secular” or 

“church and world” I speak about ministry formation and training as applicable to all 

spheres of life, not only what Christians do in “church.” Training in relationship work is 

important to spouses and family as well as to professional work, church organizations, 

seminaries and training institutions, and other ministry and life fields. A Christian is 

exhorted in the Scriptures to steward relationships in one’s own family before managing 

church affairs (1 Tim. 3: 4-5). I understand this command to mean that relationship work 

in marriage and family is foundational to broader spheres of Christian leadership. 

My research is part qualitative and part quantitative. It is inductive in approach, 

seeking to understand the relatedness of the themes represented in this project by the 
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questions addressed in the survey. My goal is to pursue useful approaches to addressing 

and responding to my problem statement as a result of the data gathered. I hope to discern 

a somewhat causal understanding for the equipping issue addressed in the survey and 

respond with practical recommendations. The type of sampling I used was nonrandom, a 

convenience sampling of people who are socioeconomically and ethnically diverse 

(Puerto Rican American, African American, Indian American, West Indian, Korean 

American, Messianic/Jewish, and European American). These subjects also reflect a 

broad variety of Christian faith traditions and denominational affiliations. Diversity is 

cultural norm in New York City, so my representative sample will reflect my ministry 

context. 

The unit of analysis was Christian leaders who have graduated with a master’s 

degree or higher from a theological institution. It was conducted on a micro level of 

analysis, using ten subjects who represented various theological training institutions. The 

instrument of inquiry I used for the quantitative questions was a Likert scale, measuring 

degrees of positive or negative responses on an incremental continuum. The other three 

questions were qualitative in nature. 

For my survey questions I inquired about the degree to which leaders have 

received teaching and practice in developing healthy community. I asked about their 

understandings in regard to developing relationships of interdependence, in contrast to 

independence or co-dependence. I also inquired about their familial experiences of 

bonding as it relates to their abilities to bond in a spiritual community. 
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CHAPTER 6. 

FINDINGS AND RESULTS 

The findings from my six research questions proved to be a wealth of material 

worthy of reflection. I was concerned if three qualitative questions would provide enough 

data to reflect upon, and if I would be able to discern common themes and note surprising 

answers. I wasn’t sure I would receive enough information. I see now by the extensive 

list of responses that I have plenty of material to assist me in thinking through my 

problem statement and for formulating practical suggestions to address the question. I am 

so thankful to the research participants for the responses from the qualitative questions. 

Analysis of Survey Questions 

Before preparing the survey, I developed four guiding questions that I wanted to 

focus on as I explore how attachment and bonding and systems thinking can be applied to 

relationship work. The existing literature and my research questions will be considered in 

light of these broader questions to help me formulate practical solutions. In other words, 

these four guiding questions will be used as a template for the design of application to my 

research. 

1 How can transformational leaders examine their own stories and reflect upon their 

own personal work in regard to relationship work? 

 

2 What practical difference can understanding attachment theory and systems 

theory make in the context of family and church? 

 

3 How do cultural and contextual considerations influence the way we think about 

relationship work? 

 

4 What can be learned from Scripture that will give a more substantial theological 

grasp of relationship work, attachment and bonding, systems theory, and 

community formation? 
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For the research findings, I used a specific format to elaborate on each question as 

follows: 

1. stated the research question 

2. explained my rationale for asking the question, what I hoped to learn or discern 

from the leaders’ responses 

 

3. revealed the findings/responses for the research questions 

4. commented on my reflections of the responses to the answered questions.  

After documenting the questions, rationale, findings, and responses, I continue by 

summarizing my findings and coming up with a practical plan or applicable suggestions 

for leaders to facilitate relational work in the context of community formation. 

Question 1. What are some theological and/or practical considerations involved in 

developing a healthy spiritual community in my ministry context? 

Rationale for Question/What I Seek to Learn or Discern 

Obviously I’ve been thinking about this question for some time, and my ministry 

experiences have definitely given me a sense of how I want to develop urban leaders, and 

what tools or venues seem to be fruitful. I realize, however, that I probably have biases 

and tinted lenses from which I perceive leadership formation. I wanted to ask this 

question to find out what I might be missing in my thought process. I hoped this question 

would help me see what I’ve overlooked in thinking about relationship work and 

leadership training. 

The leaders who responded to my inquiry questions were from different faith 

traditions, ethnicities, cultures, etc. I expected a variety of answers, since community 

formation is witnessed through so many diverse lenses. I understand that “healthy 

spiritual community” means different things for different leaders, which is a good thing I 
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believe, since Christian from different Christian paradigms need each other to see beyond 

blind spots and limited understandings of how faith is lived out. In light of this 

supposition, the research responses were much appreciated. 

Findings/Responses 

Responses to question 1 on developing a healthy spiritual community were as 

follows:  

 The use of the classical spiritual disciplines, implemented by individuals, families 

and small groups.  

 A clear, coherent and relevant systematic teaching of the Scriptures; helping 

people understand how the Scriptures have been understood and lived throughout 

church history.  

 A sensitivity to the rhythms of community life; life-cycle celebrations; making 

ministry context-specific for each sub-group of the church community (e.g., 

singles, couples, families with children, seniors, etc.).  

 Sensitivity to the weaker, less able, disadvantaged, marginalized, etc.  

 Fully engaged with the community and the world.  

 One of the foundations in developing a healthy spiritual community is the 

acknowledgement of the Holy Spirit as God’s presence who guides people of 

Faith. A second foundation is to work intentionally to provide a place (space) for 

exploring the Spirit’s movement in experiences of life.  

 For me, a theology of healing and forgiveness through community is one of the 

most transformational experiences in a community. Also, if a community is 

rooted in honesty, I think this helps a great deal.  

 Well-defined and qualified leaders who are submitted to one another in Christ.  

 Deep discipleship that fosters vibrant inner spiritual life and emotional health, 

modeled by spiritual elders and “caught” throughout the church.  

 Training to read scripture and develop prayer life to hear God’s voice.  

 Leaders casting a narrative for life that is in concert with God’s purposes for his 

church, saints and the world (including an understanding of life stages, both in 

faith and life)  

 Deeper spiritual intimacy with God as a community (prayer) will help lead to 

deeper spirit-led mission, long term sustainability and authentic community.  
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 A keener understanding of cultural context in which the community does life.  

 Space being made for others and myself to one discover more about who we are 

and then to grow in those areas.  

 In terms of theological consideration, the themes of grace, rest and one body 

come to mind. Throughout my life, competition, the need to be perceived as 

competent and all put together, and working all the time have governed the 

majority of the contexts in which I have been involved. I have come to learn that 

fulfilling these principles have not helped to foster feelings of being supported 

and cared for within others or myself.  

 I think a healthy spiritual community is aided significantly by diversity of culture, 

gender, age, and spiritual experiences. It is helpful to be in a diverse cultural 

context in order to develop a strong, well-rounded community. 

 Relationship, culture, belief system or group perspective 

 I believe understanding the spiritual depravity of man and the signs of conversion 

help in developing a healthy spiritual community. Solid teaching on community 

and the church is also helpful. If the church clearly declares and continually 

reemphasizes community it becomes part of the community’s creed. 

 Theological: Christian community is open to all. But, Christian community is also 

creedal and moral, and as a result, also has necessary exclusive tendencies. For 

instance, 12-step groups are incredibly “safe” “open” places for people to come. 

But that’s partly because they are doctrinally and ethically neutral communities. I 

can designate my “pet cat” as my higher power. I can define my sobriety as not 

having group-sex with more than 4 people at a time. Since doctrine and morality 

are completely self-defined by each individual, 12-step groups can truly be “safe” 

to anyone. In that sense, Christian community can never match 12-step groups in 

“safety.” 

 Practical: Healthy spiritual community requires an investment of time, and time is 

a scarce commodity in a modern industrialized society. People meet at church on 

Sundays for 2 hours a week. People maybe also meet at a small group during the 

week for 2 hours a week. That’s only 4 hours out of the 168 hours in a week that 

people are gathered by church-offered programs. Church must leverage the other 

164 hours during the week to build community, by encouraging one-on-one meet-

ups and such. In other words, each congregation member has to “own” the 

responsibility of building community and take initiative to do such even when 

church is not officially meeting. 

 In my spiritual setting, the community desires to be authentic, relevant, and as 

holistic as possible. Therefore, there is a strong emphasis on community. Small 

groups meet during the week, people serve alongside each other, and people 

spend time together outside of church to further deepen relationships. When there 

is a need, people naturally reach out to one another. Because of the desire to be 

authentic, pastors and laity share real stories from their lives, and are honest about 
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needs, struggles, and pain within the church service itself, and outside of it. 

However, so we don’t become self-centered or obsessed, our church’s theme is 

“For God’s glory and neighbors’ good.” So we are involved heavily in the 

community and in issues found in our city. Also, the lead pastor is also a social 

worker, so he encourages the community to look at issues systemically.  

My Comments 

The responses to my first question are as diverse as the leaders and contexts from 

which they come. What does this diversity suggest? What have I learned? How will these 

answers inform my ministry practice and help me understand how to develop 

transformational leaders. How will these responses aid me in formulating practical 

suggestions to my problem statement?  

One thing I realize is that each ministry leader sees the process of building healthy 

spiritual community differently, which may be due to the particular way the Lord is 

leading in a ministry context or to the felt needs of the leaders as he/she examines his or 

her church context. What a leader sees as imperative to building healthy spiritual 

community today may change in the months or years ahead according to the individual 

needs of each community.  

Possible changes means that I must guard against assumptions in terms of 

thinking about relationship work needed for a particular community. Throughout history 

the Holy Spirit has worked in myriad ways; therefore, I can only humbly offer 

suggestions and my limited wisdom in addressing my problem statement. I can only be 

grateful if my practical “solutions” bear fruit in bringing a spiritual community to a 

greater breadth and depth of health and relational bonding.  

It also means I have no “silver bullet” to offer, no surefire solutions, and no 

guaranteed outcomes for developing transformational leaders. What the Lord has given 

me is experience, knowledge, and training over many years of service to him. He has 
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given me a burden and a passion for equipping leaders to understand that relational work 

is the foundation upon which a healthy community will grow, regardless of its context, 

and to work toward seeing greater relational bonds in communities. I have learned from 

the first question is that He has given me something of value to steward and offer the 

body of Christ.  

Question 2. What are some barriers I observe in terms of relational bonding in my 

spiritual community? These might be related to culture, church structure, spiritual 

practices or any other issue that comes to mind. 

Rationale for Question/What I Seek to Learn or Discern 

I asked this question because I thought it would reveal some context-specific 

clues to my problem statement. New York, as most global cities, is a complex ministry 

context. Because of the variations in norms and values from one local community to the 

next, I expected that a variety of barriers to relational bonding would be mentioned. At 

the same time New York City shares a common culture, so I also expected some 

recurrent themes to surface that would help me think through context-related barriers to 

relational bonding in communities in the city. 

Findings/Responses 

Responses to question 2 regarding barriers in one’s community are as follows: 

 People lack the practical skills of talking and listening in a “non-anxious” way.  

 Sometimes there is “naïve spirituality,” on two levels: (1) a superficial 

understanding of sin (that sin is mostly behavioral), and (2) sanctification can be 

accomplished almost “magically,” and certainly without the rigorous application 

of cognitive, emotional and relational skills.  

 An inadequate understanding of the systemic aspects of sin and relational 

dysfunction.  
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 Some barriers of relational bonding in my spiritual community are as follows: 

Past injuries, Power struggle, Gossip, Lack of Trust 

 What’s most difficult in relational bonding is fostering a community of equal 

vulnerability and sharing. It’s difficult to get people to be vulnerable, whereas it’s 

easier to get people to simply share.  

 Opposing narrative of life that consumes people’s time, energy, resources and 

imagination. Because urbanites are so busy building a life, little is left for spiritual 

bonding and interdependency, both with God and with others in the community. 

People, as a result, feel alone and excluded despite being busier than ever! It’s 

hard to imagine a different approach when the narrative has you locked in to 

certain ends and goals that are rarely challenged or discussed.  

 Lack of trust, I will not bond with someone whom I do not trust. However there 

does come a point where one realizes that trusting requires risk. It is here that the 

issue of safety arises – do I feel safe enough to become vulnerable to others?  

 The relationship among the leaders is very important as well – do they get along 

are just tolerate each other. Such an environment will affect relational bonding.  

 Lack of clarity in terms of church structure also affects this process as well. 

 I find that people in my context are extremely busy and over-committed, which 

can be seen as a barrier to spiritual community. If spiritual community can be re-

thought so as to impact people in their day-to-day life, then this barrier has a 

chance to be overcome.  

 Race, culture, nationality, doctrine or structure of the church 

 Culture is definitely an issue when the church becomes multiethnic because there 

is a bit of ignorance regarding other cultures.  

 Another barrier is the “luggage” people bring to the church upon their conversion. 

For example, a victim of abuse will have a hard time submitting to leadership 

because they have difficulty trusting others.  

 People hide behind traditions and structure thus impacting relational bonding. 

 Time/Physical Opportunities  

 Size of Community and whether intentional spaces are created for intimate 

sharing between groups of 2-4 (e.g. break-out groups during Sunday service). 

 Stability of Church Membership – if a church has high-rate of turnover, people 

don’t want to put in time to get to know their “neighbor” because he/she might 

not be at the church in a month. 
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 Leadership – leadership needs to designate relational bonding as a priority and 

metric of success at all church events/gatherings. 

 There are a couple of barriers I see. Though the community is warm and the 

fellowship is rich, there are not a lot of gatherings outside of church across 

generational lines. Also, most parishioners have their masters or are working on 

it. So the small minority who don’t sometimes feel left out.  

My Comments 

I was surprised by some of the recurring issues mentioned regarding barriers to 

relational bonding. Trust and vulnerability – by leaders and community members – seem 

to be a concern for authentic relational bonding to occur. Also, even when the word 

systemic was not used, it seems that leaders communicated a need to shape the 

community’s culture, teach a deeper understanding of spirituality, and to create structures 

by which members can find meaningful connection, all of which are all systemic 

approaches to community formation.  

It also seemed that time is a challenge because of the business that is so typical of 

New York City culture. What was also confirmed in the research responses is that 

diversity in cultures can be an asset as well as a challenge to relational bonding. I’m 

hearing that a leader needs to wrestle with content, process, and creating available venues 

if relational bonding is to take root in communities. 

Question 3. What might it look like for my spiritual community to experience 

greater interdependence (as opposed to independence or over-dependence) with one 

another? 

 

Rationale for Question/What I Seek to Learn or Discern 

Since interdependence is such a core universal theme to healthy community 

formation, I wanted the perspective of leaders on issues that enhance or discourage a 

healthy exchange of gifts and energy, or of giving and receiving. I wondered how much a 
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church’s structure aids to interdependence. I questioned if leaders feel that personal or 

emotional issues need to be considered for healthy interdependence? I was curious if the 

role and expectations of clergy are a factor in practicing interdependence, or for that 

matter any other issue I should be aware of? 

In a given spiritual community, habitual over-dependence on particular people 

may produce over-functioning on the part of the people who are depended upon. What 

might be at the root of such a dynamic? What is this costing the local church, and the 

ones who over-function—or under-function? On the flip side, if independence is 

prevalent in a spiritual community, what form of relational work might be necessary for a 

community to bond? What would this bonding entail?  Of course both over-dependence 

and independence are systemic. Also a spiritual community may have too many of both 

types of people, independent and over-dependent.  

Findings/Responses 

Responses to question 3 on interdependence in a spiritual community are as 

follows: 

 Provide rigorous training in skills of “non-anxious” talking and listening.  

 Developing a more realistic, mature and nuanced understanding of sin and 

sanctification.  

 Developing a more adequate and practical understanding of the systemic aspects 

of sin and relational dysfunction.  

 As a community discern the area of our giftedness to work together serving the 

spiritual community. The biblical anchor is found in 1 Corinthians 12:14, “For 

the body is not one member, but many.” 

 Appreciating silence, asking for help – all of these things are dependent on 

whether certain individuals are more prone toward independence or over-

dependence.  
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 Casting an overarching vision for a life that is more balanced and devoted to 

God’s calling on our lives to become the church that is salt and light to the world. 

To this end, commit to redirecting time, energy and resources towards building 

each other up in community, spending quality time with God, and serving our 

neighborhoods as a community.  

 I also believe that smaller, mid-sized communities dispersed throughout the city 

may help foster greater ownership of a local spiritual community as well as 

increase spiritual bonding, accountability and encouragement.  

 I believe that we would be more gracious and loving with each other when there 

is conflict and be more intentional about all growing and thriving together. 

Greater sense of mutuality – we all bring something that the other person needs to 

the table. 

 The place where I am now is significantly interdependent already.  

 It will enlarge the local community and enhance relationship 

 It would look like a functional family. There would be respect, trust and openness 

to discuss any issues that present themselves within community. Disagreements 

can and may lead to Unity if the leader is mature enough to discuss and resolve 

the issues. 

 Communication – a communications forum by which members can share needs 

and other members can volunteer to fulfill those needs. 

 Emotional Health Tools/Exercises – to fend off co-dependent impulses in 

community members, and to provide a common language/categories for the 

community to think through issues of interdependence. 

 Time – spend sufficient time in small groups together It seems like people are 

pretty interdependent now.  

 I would suggest maybe more interactive opportunities, especially across 

generational and educational lines. 

My Comments 

What I heard through the research responses of leaders is the need for teaching, 

training, and opportunities for people to come together and connect in order for 

interdependence to be cultivated. Again, growth seems to occur at the points of 

connection, although instruction plays an important role for how people will interact 
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when they gather. It also seems that connection needs to happen in a variety of venues, 

from larger gatherings to smaller intimate groups, and from one individual to another.  

Question 4. My ministry training affirmed the value of appreciating how the social 

sciences might inform ministry practice: 

  __strongly agree  __agree   __mixed feelings  __disagree  __strongly disagree 

Rationale for Question/What I Seek to Learn or Discern 

I’ve been concerned about the narrowness of theological training offered in 

seminaries and church leadership programs. While these training venues may cover Bible 

and theology, it seems that they are bifurcated from other disciplines such as sociology 

and psychology or other areas of study that focus on human behavior. People are spiritual 

beings, but they are also human beings. I would like to see more integration of theology 

with the social sciences, rather than theology being taught more as an abstract entity, as it 

is in so many programs. Perhaps seminaries should offer a Humanity 101 course. 

Although “practical” theology is offered by seminaries, and this category of 

theological training is supposed to be applied to everyday life, training doesn’t seem to 

focus on a deep understanding of how theology relates human growth and development. 

Practical theology usually is concerned with teaching, preaching, evangelism and 

mission, etc. Theology of work is a perfect example. Until BGU I had never seen TOW 

offered by a seminary. Connecting everyday life to theology is what a seminary should 

do in terms of preparing leaders.  

Since relational work needs to be practical and theologically grounded, 

incorporating the social sciences can mediate this gap and give leaders a more holistic 

preparation for ministry. I wanted to find out if leaders felt that their seminary training 

had enabled them to value and appreciate the social sciences. I think this concern is 
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important in regard to relationship work. 

Findings/Responses 

Of the ten responses on if ministry training affirmed the value of appreciating how the 

social sciences might inform ministry practice, the following number of people answered 

as such: 

2 = strongly agree  3 = agree  4 = mixed feelings  1 = disagree 0 =strongly disagree 

My Comments 

It appears that there are mixed results concerning how well the leaders’ 

theological training integrated with aspects of the social sciences. It appears that greater 

work needs to be done in regard to connecting theology with practical life. Most leaders 

had mixed feeling about this question. While seminary is not the place to go into depth 

regarding topics in the social sciences, I believe that seminary is a place to wrestle with 

current social findings. 

Question 5. My ministry training helped me to realize how systemic change could be 

applied to problems encountered in my church or family life: 

   __strongly agree  __agree  __mixed feelings  __disagree  __strongly disagree 

Rationale for Question/What I Seek to Learn or Discern 

As my thesis has already argued, it is important for a leader to be able to 

understand and apply the construct of systems thinking and consequently systemic 

change. I wanted to find out to what extent my research participants had been exposed to 

this option for ministry discernment and intervention. 

Findings/Responses 

Of the ten responses to the question regarding if ministry training helped the 
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leaders to realize how systemic change could be applied to problems encountered in their 

churches or family life, the following number of people answered as such: 

1 = strongly agree  4 = agree  1 = mixed feelings  2 = disagree 2 = strongly disagree 

My Comments 

I was pleased to see that five out of the ten leaders were exposed to the idea of 

systemic change and its applicability to church or family life, yet five of the participants 

did not feel that they had adequate exposure to systems thinking. Again, this finding 

suggests that greater emphasis on systems thinking is needed in ministry training. 

Question 6. My ministry training helped me understand how my experience in my 

own family shaped my capacity for relationship in my church family: 

  __strongly agree  __agree   __mixed feelings  __disagree  __strongly disagree 

Rationale for Question/What I Seek to Learn or Discern 

If a leader hopes to value and implement relational work in a church, it is 

impossible to do without attending to one’s own personal relationship work. One cannot 

give away what one does not have. One cannot really teach what one has not learned. 

Differentiating from one’s family of origin, working through past hurts and poor 

relational dynamics, understanding and dismantling defenses, grieving losses, and 

knowing one’s own story are a few of the important growth tasks a leader needs to do 

before assuming the leader can begin building a healthy community.  

While this type of personal work is ongoing and continues throughout the 

lifespan, I believe that a leader must at least be on a journey to personal wholeness and 

holiness before leading others. I wanted to inquire about how many research participants 

received equipping in this area.  
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Findings/Responses 

Of the ten responses to the question regarding if ministry training helped the 

leaders to understand how their experiences in their own families shaped their capacity 

for relationship in their church families, the following number of people answered as 

such: 2 = strongly agree  3 = agree  1 = mixed feelings  2 = disagree 2 = strongly disagree 

My Comments 

Only half of the participants were exposed to the connection between one’s 

experience in their families of origin and the capacity for relationship in one’s church 

family. Sadly, these results suggest that many leaders are bringing unresolved 

relationship issues into their congregational context, where it is likely to influence staff 

and congregants. If leaders are to teach relationship work, they must first enter into 

healing, forgiveness, and retraining in terms of their own histories. Seminaries could do a 

better job of teaching this important concept. 

Practical Application to Problem Statement 

Before making suggestions for concrete ways in which transformational leaders 

can understand and practice how people may be equipped for attachment and bonding as 

part of community spiritual formation, I need to mention two important aspects of 

practically applying the following suggestions to any ministry context – including the 

settings and locations in which I serve. The first is that context plays a crucial role in 

deciding how to implement any ministry endeavor. Resources are not one-size-fits-all. 

Content and practices must be carefully thought through and nuanced to adapt to any 

ministry setting. The application of these suggestions for promoting relational work must 
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morph and modify to a particular group of people, in a particular setting, at a particular 

time and place. 

The second consideration for applying relational work to a ministry is realizing 

the foundational role that prayer plays in terms of administering any resource, content, or 

methodology. Timing is key to transformation. Without a readiness on the part of the 

community, resources can be ineffectual. If a community is not prepared to change, 

instead of transformation people may only receive information. Also, it is true that at 

times, poor timing can do more harm than good. Each leader must seek to discern what 

the Lord is doing or desires to do in a spiritual community. There are seasons of turning 

up soil, planting, watering, and reaping. Prayer keeps a leader dependent on the One he or 

she is following. 

When I started this project, I had a sense that my application would be reflective 

of the ministry lessons I’ve been learning through the years. I also expected the research 

and reflection process to refine, add to, and enhance the formulation of the application to 

my problem statement, which has definitely been the case. As a result of my review of 

the existing literature, research questions, interaction with my supervisor, and my 

prayerful ponderings, I’ve concluded that relational work in community spiritual 

formation results from the interplay of teaching, training, and personal exchange 

(relating). In other words, relational work must be approached by means of land, air, and 

sea to penetrate systemic change in a community. I’ve also identified six specific features 

of equipping that are imperative for relational work to occur. Again, contextualization 

and prayerful discernment are necessary, but I believe these six items are universally 

applicable to all spiritual communities. Here are my six recommendations for the fruitful 
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cultivation of relational work for community spiritual formation: 

Teach a Theology of the Trinity 

This recommendation is a new application that I’ve been ruminating about since 

my supervisor, Paul Stevens, brought it to my attention. The Trinity is the source by 

which all work stems. The Trinity “works” out of a bond of loving unity – or a 

relationship; therefore, relationship is the foundation of all work. Although I’ve sat 

through two of Paul’s classes where a theology of the Trinity was taught, I didn’t “get” it 

until undertaking the writing of my dissertation. I’m now realizing that because people 

were made to image God, and because one’s source is God, people need a biblical 

theology for relational work that starts with the Trinity. Such a framework is the base by 

which my next five application points flow. 

Teach a Theology of Work with Special 

Attention to Relational Work 

Work is one of the most important aspects of one’s being, yet few Christians have 

understood and appreciated this rich theological concept. As Christian leaders understand 

that relational work underpins all activity, other aspects of ministry come into alignment 

with God’s intended purposes for the expression of gifts and the stewardship of 

resources. 

Teach Attachment Theory and Systems Thinking as 

Applied to Spiritual Communities 

Social scientists continue to discover how attachment theory is central to healthy 

relationships. Unhealthy attachment experiences that affect one’s capacity to love can be 

healed and restored by experiencing a loving bond with another. Such research can help 
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understand how the dynamics between internal (within a person) and external (social) 

functioning may help or hinder community spiritual formation. 

Learning the value of systems thinking will afford an important lens for a leader 

to view his or her congregation and help facilitate change at a more substantial level. As 

the body of Christ is interconnected, it is important to discern the relationship between 

one part of the body and the larger body (or community) so that healthy relationships and 

responsibilities are facilitated. 

Train People in Relationship Skills in a Context of Experiential Learning 

While teaching is important, Christians are called to be doers of the word (James 

2:14), which means that relationship skills are to be taught, experienced, and practiced, so 

one may become proficient at learning to communicate and related in ways that are 

responsive rather than reactive. Learning relationship skills begins with the leaders or 

staff and permeates the culture of a community. This skill is especially important for 

intercultural contexts, because having a common vocabulary and specific concepts to 

work toward can help unify the group and bridge the gap between disparate cultural 

norms. 

Provide Smaller Contexts for Community Bonding 

Although Jesus taught large masses of people, he also committed himself to the 

messiness of working with twelve people who would share in a more intimate community 

experience. Trust, vulnerability, confession, truth-telling, empathy, and a host of other 

relational qualities (and sinful tendencies as well) are likely to surface in a safe space, 

where a few people are committed to each other’s growth. These relational qualities can 

take on many forms such as geographic groups, affinity groups, content groups, ministry 
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groups, etc. Whatever the purpose, learning to do relational work involves a degree of 

small group connection. 

Be Intentional about Incorporating Mentoring as a Community Value 

Large groups can be efficient and effective settings for teaching, and small groups 

are important for community bonding and life exchange; however, one-on-one work 

gives a learner the space and attention to focus on specific growth issues and experience 

relational bonding at a deeper level. Mentoring is a tool whereby a mentor can attend to 

the specific issues necessary for another to be released into her calling. 

These six conclusions summarize what is needed for leaders to undertake the 

challenge of facilitating relational work in a community of people. The task is an 

important one yet not an easy by any measure. As I complete this section of my paper, 

and come toward the close of my dissertation, I wish to mention an image – of a 

stonecutter – that has encouraged me many times in my ministry journey. The stonecutter 

image was written by Jacob Riis, an activist, author, and social worker who devoted his 

life to reforming the slums of the Lower East Side of Manhattan during the turn of the 

twentieth century—a daunting task indeed. I believe it summarizes the call to relational 

work: “When nothing seems to help, I go and look at the stonecutter hammering away at 

a rock perhaps a hundred times without as much as a crack showing in it. Yet at the 

hundred and first blow, it will split it will split in two and I know it was not that blow that 

did it—but all that had gone before.”
1
 

                                                 

1
 David Walker, God is a Sea: Dynamics in Christian Living (New York: Alba House, 1977), 63. 
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The power in the image of the stonecutter is the seemingly ineffectiveness of the 

many blows that preceded the final “effective” one. Community spiritual formation 

involves hammering away, delicately, lovingly, prayerfully at the lives of people whom 

God has entrusted to the Church’s care. Through his Spirit, may the Church prove worthy 

of the call. 
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CHAPTER 7. 

CONCLUSION 

I began this project with a Scripture from John 15. As I finish, I realize with more 

certainty than ever before that remaining in the Vine means loving other people well. I 

desire to remain connected to the Vine as I learn to love the people in my family, church, 

at City Seminary of New York, in my neighborhood, and in the context of spiritual 

direction. I’m so grateful for the call to participate in equipping leaders for relational 

work. I see God’s hand in the many ways that various parts of my life are converging and 

the new opportunities he is opening before me.  

I’ve been so humbled by the process of writing this dissertation. Many times tears 

flowed as I grasped some of the core lessons and theological constructs that Christ has 

taught me. At moments I had to stop and pray or celebrate and wonder or realize that I 

yearn to steward and share my learning and experiences in the days and years to come. At 

other times tears flowed because I felt utterly overwhelmed by the task before me. I know 

that if I hadn’t the support of so many caring and godly people I would not make it over 

the finish line. Each time I read my dissertation I made changes and came to the 

awareness that, in reality, this project could always stand to be improved. Each concept 

could be clarified, augmented, and expanded. Like my life, it is a work in progress. My 

prayer is that I would bear fruit from this project and my years at BGU, and that God 

would be pleased and glorified.  
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APPENDIX  

QUESTIONAIRE 

Thank you for taking time to answer the following questions. For most people, the local 

church is their primary spiritual community. However, this may not be the case for all. 

Please answer the questions with one particular spiritual community in mind. 

 

1. What are some theological and/or practical considerations involved in developing 

a healthy spiritual community in my ministry context? 

 

2. What are some barriers I observe in terms of relational bonding in my spiritual 

community? These might be related to culture, church structure, spiritual practices 

or any other issue that comes to mind. 

 

3. What might it look like for my spiritual community to experience greater 

interdependence (as opposed to independence or over-dependence) with one 

another? 

4. My ministry training affirmed the value of appreciating how the social sciences 

might inform ministry practice 

 __strongly agree  __agree   __mixed feelings  __disagree  __strongly disagree 

 

5. My ministry training helped me to realize how systemic change could be applied 

to problems encountered in my church or family life: 

 __strongly agree  __agree   __mixed feelings  __disagree  __strongly disagree 

 

6. My ministry training helped me understand how my experience in my own family 

shaped my capacity for relationship in my church family: 

 __strongly agree  __agree   __mixed feelings  __disagree  __strongly disagree 

 

My responses are based on: 

_____ my experience at local church community     

 _____ my experience at another spiritual community 
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